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I. Introduction

The importance of public infrastructure for the growth and sustainable development of one society is immense, since without it, a country’s economic development is impossible. There is no universal definition of public infrastructure, but it is generally distinguishable from private or generic infrastructure in terms of policy, financing, and purpose. Public infrastructure investments present the development component of fiscal policy with the goal of improving people’s economic perspectives and quality of life. The crucial objective of such investments is to advance the transportation network (highways, railway tracks, regional and local roads), energy and utilities infrastructure, and the education, social and health systems.¹

This is the reason why the funding of public infrastructure is one of the most expensive sectors of countries’ public spending. It often involves large projects, which are capital-intensive, take years to finish and often require foreign assistance in starting and/or finishing them. However, although material investments are important, there is often an over-emphasis on large new construction projects and not enough on maintenance or improvement of existing infrastructure.

Public infrastructure is meant to serve the needs of the wider public. However, often public infrastructure projects are not designed primarily with public well-being in mind. Sometimes they are designed more as a result of pressure from investor or lobby groups,² often they are genuine but misguided or corrupted attempts to solve real issues, and sometimes they are simply vanity projects initiated by decision-makers with the goal of leaving their mark on a certain location. Often, they are also a combination.

The objective of this study is to provide selected case studies of public infrastructure projects in southeast Europe (SEE) and to draw conclusions and make recommendations on what type of infrastructure planning is needed, and what conditions need to be fulfilled to achieve socially, environmentally and economically sustainable infrastructure. The covered countries are from the Western Balkans: Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo, Macedonia, Montenegro and Serbia and from the EU: Bulgaria and Slovenia.

The first section provides an overview of the trends in public infrastructure projects in southeast Europe, including the role of the EU and recent trends in financing.

The second section consists of case studies on poor practices in public infrastructure projects in SEE and it aims to cover issues such as:

• Who determined that there is a need for the project and how?
• Who benefits the most from it? Is it a wide segment of the public or just certain groups of people? If so, which groups?
• How were public consultations conducted? Were different groups well represented?
• Is it transparent who is behind the project, who won the contracts and how?
• Is the financing transparent? What is the source, what are the conditions, and who took the decisions?
• Does the project have a clear and realistic economic picture? Does it make sense? Was any meaningful Cost-Benefit Analysis carried out and is it publicly available?

Some of the case studies have been developed as a result of many years of work on certain cases, while others have been compiled from publicly available sources and consultation with other CSOs who have followed the cases.

We originally hoped also to present some positive case studies, however this proved very challenging. There are some projects which we believe governments and companies were generally right to prioritise and which seem generally positive. However, given the limitations on the information publicly available about projects’ economics and procurement procedures, we hesitate to wholeheartedly endorse projects whose development we have not been able to examine in-depth.

The third and final part of the study presents conclusions and recommendations for decision-makers, both in the region and in international institutions. It identifies common characteristics between the poor projects and what should be done to improve the situation.
II. Overview and trends in public infrastructure projects in SEE

The state of infrastructure in SEE cannot be described as satisfactory. Especially in the Western Balkans, due to decades of disinvestment, wars and weak institutions, the need for modern, reliable, affordable, operational and climate-change-resilient infrastructure is strong, but there are very few people actively pushing this agenda.

Compared with the EU, some countries in the region have relatively high levels of renewable energy use in the electricity and heating/cooling sectors. Bosnia-Herzegovina has the highest overall share - 41.5% in 2016. However the use of renewable resources in the region is often not sustainable, for example inefficient use of wood for space heating is leading to overcutting of forests in some countries, while increased use of hydropower threatens the region's extremely rich biodiversity and its high-quality rivers. At the same time, the region (except Albania) is quite dependent on lignite coal for electricity generation and space heating, and its transport sector is highly dependent on road transportation, with rail transportation having seriously declined since 1990.

People in the region are becoming more and more aware of climate change and pollution, yet the current infrastructure leads to a vicious circle of climate-damaging habits. For instance, according to RCC’s Balkan Barometer for 2017, people in the SEE region mostly travel by car (53%) and bus (35%) when leaving their place of residence and only 1% mostly use rail. 75% of them say road improvements would have the most beneficial impact on travelling with a mere 16% stating that rail would have the most impact. On the other hand, the same Barometer states that 73% of people perceive climate change as a problem. This effectively mirrors the behaviour of the region's governments, where environmental problems are recognised but investment decisions still favour fossil fuels (roads instead of rails, coal power plants instead of wind/solar etc.).
The problem is not new and the context on how the region became over-reliant on fossil fuels while under-investing in other areas is multi-dimensional. Three broad influences heavily influence infrastructure planning and investment decisions:

1) **The legacy of the state-Socialist/Communist period**, which brought rapid advances in infrastructure in urban areas as well as lignite power stations, hydropower plants, water supply and railways. Some of this infrastructure has continuing relevance but much of it is in a poor state and needs to be upgraded or decommissioned. Decision-makers are often reluctant to take bold decisions to turn towards completely different infrastructure, especially in the cases of coal power plants and mines where many people are employed and most are in denial about coal’s lack of a long-term future.\(^8\)

The legacy relates not only to infrastructure that was actually built, but also to numerous plans which were never realised. These often resurface every few years when a state-owned company or politicians decide to have another try at implementing them. Many of the controversial projects in the region during the last few years date back decades to a time when neither economic viability nor environmental protection were priorities, for example the Vardar dam cascade in Macedonia or the ambitious Gornji Horizonti hydropower scheme in Bosnia and Herzegovina.

2) **The EU’s influence** is complex and is examined in more detail below, but is broadly based on connecting the region through increasing political, economic and physical integration.

3) Some of the infrastructure now being planned or built across the region cannot be clearly linked with EU integration or the state-Socialist legacy. It rather appears to be the result of **decisions by local politicians, state-owned companies and private businesses**. A generous interpretation of such projects would be that they are trying to respond to real needs, improve our towns and cities and increase GDP, but as the level of transparency and public discussion around such projects is usually low, it is often far from clear that the projects will really have positive impacts. This is not only a problem in southeast Europe,\(^9\) but it is also one which the region can ill afford.

After years of broken promises and various scandals, infrastructure projects are more often seen by the public in SEE as sources of corruption rather than a chance to improve their quality of life, and indeed the energy sector in particular has suffered from a number of allegations of corruption.\(^10\)

\(^8\) For more about false jobs promises in the coal sector in the Western Balkans, see CEE Bankwatch Network: The great coal jobs fraud - unrealistic employment claims in southeast Europe, November 2016, available at: https://bankwatch.org/publications/great-coal-jobs-fraud-unrealistic-employment-claims-southeast-europe


III. The role of the EU in infrastructure planning in southeast Europe

The EU’s action in the region starts from the assumption that connecting the region in sectors where the countries have to cooperate and investing funds into this process will improve political cooperation and prevent violent conflicts. This mirrors the beginnings of the EU itself with the European Coal and Steel Community and has been most clearly reflected in the setting up of the Energy Community under the 2005 Athens Treaty:¹¹

“The guiding ideas for the Commission officials involved in designing the institutional set-up were explicitly taken from the early experiences of European integration and referred to the neofunctionalist model of regional integration… The Commission... started the initiative for an integration process in a technical sector, and provided for the institutional capacity for possible spill over into other policy fields. As one Commission official involved argued: “We try to get everybody to agree on a common position and a common way forward. The aim is not necessarily to arrive at a station, but rather to get all on one train. Once we are on the train we can decide where we want to go...”¹²

Along the same lines, the South East Europe Transport Observatory (SEETO)¹³ was formed in June 2004 by the Governments of Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Macedonia, Montenegro and Serbia, the United Nations Mission in Kosovo and the European Commission. In 2017, it was followed up by the formal creation of the Transport Community Treaty and the official announcement of a regional economic area.¹⁴

Both the Energy and Transport Communities aim to better connect the region internally and with the EU, including physically (transport corridors, transmission lines and pipelines), economically (opening markets) and legally (adopting energy, transport, competition and environmental legislation to create a level playing field across the continent and create more certainty for investors).

Another initiative related to better connecting the region is the Berlin Process, initiated by Germany, which aims to reaffirm the region’s EU perspective by improving cooperation and economic stability

---

¹¹ Energy Community more information available at: https://www.energy-community.org/aboutus/whoweare.html [accessed on 27.09.2017]
within it. It consists of yearly high-level meetings since 2014 between the six Western Balkan
governments and several EU Member States. Connectivity is an important aspect, with investment in
infrastructure being seen as a means for creating jobs, business opportunities and other benefits.\textsuperscript{15} It is not formally an EU process but is very much supported by the EU.

The EU and energy in southeast Europe

The main EU-related body for coordinating energy issues in the Western Balkans countries (as well as
Ukraine, Moldova and Georgia) is the Energy Community. The Energy Community Treaty (or Athens
Treaty) has been in force since July 2006 and its key objective is to extend the EU internal energy
market rules and principles to countries in Southeast Europe, the Black Sea region and beyond on
the basis of a legally binding framework. This includes not only the adoption of strictly energy-related
legislation but also improving the environmental situation related to energy supply in the region.

From a public participation and environmental point of view, the Energy Community has brought
some improvements in the situation, and if fully enforced and expanded in scope, could bring many
more. Benefits include environmental impact assessment for large projects, restrictions on energy
sector subsidies, energy efficiency targets, and, in the future, reduced air pollution through emissions
control legislation. Even if implementation is slow, there is a relatively positive legislative framework
in place and the Energy Community is making an effort to gradually expand it.

On the other hand, the Energy Community has also on occasion supported environmentally and
economically unsustainable infrastructure projects. For example, in 2013 it adopted a list of 35
Projects of Energy Community Interest (PECI) in electricity generation, transmission, and gas
and oil infrastructure with a total cost of over EUR 13 billion,\textsuperscript{16} which included no less than three
lignite power plants and several damaging hydropower plants.\textsuperscript{17} In practice, even this high level
of political support was not enough to move most of the projects forward, and in 2016 a new list
of PECIs projects was adopted which excluded electricity generation projects in line with the EU’s
own Projects of Common Interest concept.\textsuperscript{18} The new PECIs still privilege large new infrastructure
over other solutions, and some of the projects also raise questions such as who chose the projects
and why, why gas is prioritised over energy efficiency, and why some transmission lines are routed


\textsuperscript{17} Bankwatch Mail: EU-backed western Balkans priority energy projects conflict with EU goals, 11.11.2013 available at: https://bankwatch.org/ru/node/10677 [accessed on 27.09.2017]

\textsuperscript{18} Priority project selection: PECI/PMI, more information available at:
through sensitive areas. However, most of the obviously controversial projects are no longer on the list.

The results of the EU’s renewable energy targets are also mixed. Although they should have created the conditions for wind and solar to make their mark in the region, construction companies and governments have mainly used them as an excuse to build large numbers of small hydropower plants. These have very often proved to be environmentally damaging, especially in relation to the small amount of electricity they generate.19

Yet another EU energy-related initiative in the region is CESEC: Central and South Eastern Europe Gas Connectivity, set up in 2015 by the EU and a group of south-eastern European countries and later joined by the Energy Community Contracting Parties.20 In 2016 it was decided to expand the cooperation to electricity, energy efficiency and renewable energy as well.21 Although it covers all the southeast European countries, not only the Western Balkans, its expansion to the electricity sector does raise questions about the exact division of labour between CESEC and the Energy Community and CESEC’s added value in this field.

The EU and transport in southeast Europe

Due to SEETO’s non-binding nature, transport sector co-operation in the region has been less advanced so far, and as the Transport Community is very new, it is not yet clear in which direction it will go. It could play a very positive role in promoting quick and cost-effective improvements in co-operation at border crossings to shorten crossing times, but it is unclear whether adopting EU transport legislation will have such clear benefits as the energy and environment legislation has had.

Within the EU itself there is a clear shift towards renewable energy and energy efficiency, even if progress is not uniform across the bloc, but with transport the progress is much less clear. For example, energy consumption of transport per unit of GDP fell by 6.2% between 2008 and 2013, but the share of road and car in freight and passenger transport modal splits remained similar to their 2000 levels, and no substantial shift towards more sustainable transport modes could be observed.22

Users of rail systems in the EU experience fewer waits at borders than previously, but still experience difficulties with cross-border co-ordination of ticketing and timetables, and a decline in the number

---


of night train services in recent years has made many previously comfortable intra-EU journeys very
difficult.\textsuperscript{23}

In the transport sector the EU has also been very prone to fall into the trap of concentrating too
much on large infrastructure. The process of building a Trans-European Transport Network (TEN-T)\textsuperscript{24}
in a structured way was initiated in the Treaty of Maastricht in 1992. The first guidelines for TEN-T
development in 1996 foresaw 14 European projects and the updated guidelines in 2004 suggested
30 priority corridors.\textsuperscript{25}

Parallel to this, the European Commission supported an initiative with Eastern neighbouring countries
to extend the networks beyond the borders of the EU15. The Pan-European transport conferences
were held in Prague (1992), Crete (1994) and Helsinki (1997) resulting in the definition of 10 traffic
corridors between Western, Central and Eastern Europe. An initiative for analysing the needs for
future transport infrastructure in the accession countries was launched as the 1995 Transport
Infrastructure Needs Assessment (TINA) based in Vienna. The TINA-transport infrastructure network
includes the Helsinki Corridors, which were defined in 1997, and consists of a backbone network and
an extended network.\textsuperscript{26} The main Corridors reaching southeast Europe are:

- IV - Germany-Romania, with branches to the Black Sea and Sofia in Bulgaria and further to
  Thessaloniki in Greece and Istanbul in Turkey.
- V - Italy-Ukraine with branches south through Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina to the
  Adriatic Sea and a branch to Bratislava in Slovakia.
- VII - The Danube
- VIII - Albania-Macedonia-Bulgaria
- IX - Finland-Russia-Ukraine-Romania-Bulgaria-Greece
- X - Austria-Greece with branches to Croatia, Hungary and Turkey.

While the principle of more closely linking the EU and the rest of Europe together is positive, it is far
from clear what the decision-making process was for defining the priority corridors and projects. A
2009 European Parliament resolution describes the priority projects as “a “wish list” of 30 priority

\textsuperscript{23} For more information visit: Back on Track: WCN’s Campaign to Improve Europe’s Cross-border Trains http://world-
carfree.net/projects/back-on-track/ and Back on Track: A European coalition to support cross-border rail https://
back-on-track.eu/

\textsuperscript{24} The Trans-European Transport Network (TEN-T) is described by the EU as a “policy directed towards the im-
plementation and development of a Europe-wide network of roads, railway lines, inland waterways, maritime
shipping routes, ports, airports and rail-road terminals... The ultimate objective of TEN-T is to close gaps, remove
bottlenecks and eliminate technical barriers that exist between the transport networks of EU Member States,
strengthening the social, economic and territorial cohesion of the Union and contributing to the creation of a
single European transport area.” European Commission: About TEN-T, more information available at: https://ec.eu-
ropa.eu/transport/themes/infrastructure/about-ten-t_en [accessed 27.09.2017]

\textsuperscript{25} European Parliament, Directorate-General for Internal Policies Policy Department B: Structural and Cohesion

\textsuperscript{26} Transport Infrastructure Needs Assessment (TINA), European Commission Directorate General VII: Status of the
A4030.pdf
projects inspired mainly by national interests.” The European Commission has long been criticised for prioritising the construction of large new infrastructure projects over other smaller but smarter measures, and for failing to take EU environmental legislation into account while defining corridor routes. Since 2013, within the EU there has also been a change in emphasis within TEN-T policy, to concentrate on improving border crossing coherence and modal shift. However, the Corridors still set the framework for transport policy across southeastern Europe today, as we will see in the case studies.

SEETO was explicit about its goal of bringing the region into the Trans-European Transport Network right from the beginning. In 2003 the EC-Commissioned Regional Balkans Infrastructure Study (REBIS) was published and proposed priority projects on the Corridors based on a multi-criterial analysis, putting a heavy emphasis on the construction of large infrastructure. As well as the Pan-European Corridors, it added some new routes to bring in Banja Luka, Podgorica and Pristina which had not featured on the routes of any of the original Corridors. This then formed the basis for the 2004 SEETO Memorandum on the development of the SEE Core Regional Transport Network.

Yet it was already becoming clear that the EU was having trouble building its own TEN-T network. While he was laying out ambitious new plans in 2005, the European Commission’s Vice President responsible for transport, Jacques Barrot, wrote “After 10 years, however, it is clear that the results fall short of the original ambitions. In 2003, barely one third of the network had been built. And only three of the 14 specific projects endorsed by the European Council at Essen in 1994 had been completed.” This admission was followed by a critical 2006 report by the European Court of Auditors, which found among other things that projects were heavily delayed, cross-border sections were not receiving enough attention, EU funding was too fragmented, and evaluation and monitoring was insufficient.

Yet SEETO has continued with developing and monitoring the implementation of a list of priority infrastructure projects. It is not very clear how they were chosen and whether they are the most...
relevant priorities for today, nor why they should be higher priority than local urban transport services which people use every day.

In fact, a 2015 update of the REBIS study carried out by the World Bank with guidance from the EC advises SEE governments to concentrate on non-physical impediments such as border crossing times, since “Not only does the alleviation of non-physical obstacles require significantly lower financial resources than the construction of costly infrastructure, it yields high economic returns. Moreover, the economic development benefits expected from investments in costly transport infrastructure will not be fully realized if non-physical impediments, including regulatory and procedural constraints at borders and along the corridors, are not removed.\(^{35}\)

However, it remains to be seen in reality whether there is any change in investment priorities.

### The EU and non-network infrastructure sectors in southeast Europe

The EU’s influence on infrastructure sectors other than transport and energy - such as waste management, water supply and wastewater treatment - is mainly connected to applying EU standards before and after accession. Other sectors such as health, education and public buildings are not particularly influenced by EU accession requirements but can benefit from e.g. EU energy efficiency legislation and funds to support it. This means that EU influence on non-network sectors has been quite visible in the EU SEE countries but for the Western Balkans it is much less structured and less visible so far.

The EU’s influence on non-network infrastructure is mixed from an environmental and public participation standpoint. On one hand, legislation such as the Water Framework Directive and Waste Framework Directive should improve water quality and waste prevention and recycling.

However, these still need to be approached rationally. The Zagreb wastewater treatment plant in Croatia is a good example of a project whose goal was justified but whose design and price-tag certainly were not.\(^{36}\) Similarly, while the EU Waste Framework Directive clearly prioritises waste prevention and recycling, the goal of diverting waste from landfills is often used to push waste

---


incinerators or so-called “waste-to-energy” facilities. These were until recently a rarity in the region but a new facility was opened in Elbasan in Albania in 2016 and looks set to be followed by others.\textsuperscript{37} An incinerator is also planned in Belgrade,\textsuperscript{38} and is opposed by the Ne da(vi)mo Beograd movement.\textsuperscript{39}

Waste incineration is problematic for a number of reasons but from a waste management point of view it often crowds out waste prevention and recycling initiatives that should take much higher priority, both financially and in terms of competition for materials.\textsuperscript{40} This mis-prioritisation and partial interpretation of EU legislation was unfortunately also formalised in the Western Balkans 6 Sustainability Charter signed in July 2016, which commits signatories to “Developing a strategy for collection and use of municipal waste for electricity and heat generation, in both public and private sectors” by November 2018.\textsuperscript{41}

To summarise, the EU has until now played a mixed role overall in the region regarding infrastructure. The application of EU environmental and energy efficiency legislation under the Energy Community clearly brings benefits through higher standards and public participation requirements, but the EU has also contributed to the excessive concentration on constructing large infrastructure in the region at the expense of more cost-effective measures. There are signs that this may be changing somewhat but it remains to be seen whether the Transport Community will continue in this vein or concentrate on cheaper and smarter measures. In the next section we will see how the three trends described above - Socialist/Communist legacy, EU involvement, and decisions by local elites - have played out in terms of project financing in the last few years.

\begin{thebibliography}{9}
\bibitem{NeDavimoBeogradWebsite} Ne Da(vi)mo Beograd website: Spaljivanje razuma: Privatizacija Vinče i izgradnja spalionice pogubne po finansije grada, 24 October 2017, more information available at: \url{https://nedavimobeograd.wordpress.com/2017/10/24/spaljivanje-razuma-privatizacija-vince-i-izgradnja-spalionice-pogubne-po-finansije-grada/}
\end{thebibliography}
IV. Recent trends and public financial flows for infrastructure in southeast Europe

The majority of financial support for infrastructure in southeast Europe comes from EU sources and multilateral development banks. Regarding the Western Balkans countries, the European Investment Bank (EIB) claims to be the largest international investor, with financing worth EUR 6.4 billion since 2006. While much of this is dedicated to credit lines through commercial banks e.g. for small and medium enterprises, most of the remainder goes to infrastructure projects, particularly transport.

The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) is another major financier in the region, also mostly concentrating on infrastructure and credit lines but also agribusiness and support for other private companies. The World Bank has a wider role, mostly financing non-infrastructure projects aimed at privatisation or increasing the efficiency of companies or governments, but also contributes to some infrastructure projects. Its private sector arm, the International Finance Corporation (IFC) has in recent years supported private companies e.g. in agribusiness in the region, as well as providing credit lines and supporting infrastructure projects e.g. in energy. These multilateral institutions are also joined by Germany’s KfW, which mostly invests in public sector energy projects but also wastewater in the region, and the EU’s Instrument for Pre-Accession Assistance (IPA), which mostly finances horizontal measures and technical assistance but also finances limited amounts of physical infrastructure, for example roads in Albania and wastewater treatment in Kosovo.

In the EU countries of the region, the same sources are active except the World Bank has phased out investments, and EU funds play a much larger role. For example, Slovenia has been allocated EUR
3.87 billion for 2014-2020 from the European Structural and Investment Funds, which will cover sectors including water and wastewater treatment.\textsuperscript{49} Bulgaria has been allocated EUR 9.88 billion for the same period, and investments will include waste management, wastewater treatment and energy efficiency.\textsuperscript{50}

Other sources of infrastructure financing in the region include China, Russia, Turkey and other sources from the Middle East. As we will see below, the EU and multilateral sources still dominate in energy and transport but the importance of other actors is growing. In other sectors such as waste, wastewater, health and education infrastructure, the EU appears to dominate, however information about such investments is very dispersed and trends are difficult to trace. For this reason, we will now take a closer look only at trends in the energy and transport sectors in recent years.

### Energy

In the last two decades there has been a lot of talk about energy infrastructure investment in SEE but considerably less action. However, some infrastructure projects are moving ahead:

**Oil and gas pipelines**: In the 1990s and early 2000s a rash of competing oil pipelines were planned to bypass the congested Bosphorus Strait, including the so-called AMBO from Burgas to Vlore, the Burgas-Alexandroupolis, the Druzhba-Adria integration and the Pan-European Oil Pipeline (PEOP), but none of them have been built, due a combination of lack of industry backing, poor economic justification and environmental issues.\textsuperscript{51}

Next came the Nabucco gas pipeline project, heavily backed by the EU, which was supposed to aid diversification away from Russian gas. However, in 2013 the Shah Deniz gas consortium chose a rival project, the Trans-Adriatic Pipeline, to export its gas from Azerbaijan to Europe, thus putting an end to Nabucco.\textsuperscript{52} In parallel, Russia together with Bulgaria, Serbia, Hungary, Slovenia and Austria developed the rival South Stream but cancelled it in 2014, citing the EU’s competition concerns.\textsuperscript{53}


Currently the Trans-Adriatic Pipeline, part of the Southern Gas Corridor, is under construction in Albania and is expecting financing from the European Investment Bank. The EBRD and EIB are also planning to finance the Turkish part of the Corridor, the Trans-Anatolian Pipeline.

What all of these oil and gas projects have in common is that they were designed and prioritised without any meaningful input from people living along the routes and the benefits for the transit countries are generally unclear. While the international financial institutions insist on environmental impact assessments and public consultations, it is hard to see how these can have any meaning in repressive environments such as Turkey and Azerbaijan.

In fact, public participation in decision-making was clearly also sorely lacking in Italy, as residents of the Puglia region have repeatedly resorted to direct action to resist the removal of old olive tree groves for the pipeline construction and been pushed back by riot police.

In the Western Balkans too, there is discontent, albeit less visible: No less than 26 complaints from affected individuals and stakeholder groups about the TAP company’s implementation of the project in Albania, Greece and Italy have already been submitted to the European Investment Bank.

**Electricity generation projects:** Lignite and hydropower have traditionally made up the electricity generation infrastructure in the Western Balkans, along with nuclear power plants in Bulgaria and Slovenia. This trend has largely continued with new planned investments in the last 10-15 years, although in the Western Balkans, very little of what was planned has been implemented.

One project that has been built is the 97 MW Vlore gas/oil-fired power plant in Albania, originally supposed to be part of an energy complex at the end of the never-built AMBO oil pipeline. The locally unpopular plant, backed by EBRD, EIB and World Bank loans approved in 2004, is still not

---


58 EIB: Complaints Mechanism Cases, available at: [http://www.eib.org/about/accountability/complaints/cases/index.htm](http://www.eib.org/about/accountability/complaints/cases/index.htm) [accessed 30 September 2017]
operating, due to technical difficulties, and must count as one of the most embarrassing European-backed projects ever.

Another candidate for this title is the Šoštanj lignite power plant in Slovenia, backed by loans from the EBRD and EIB. This one has been built and put into operation, but at double the originally cited cost. The worst predictions about the project’s economics made by its critics have been proven wrong only in that they were too mild.

Perhaps stung by these disastrous projects, the World Bank, EIB and EBRD in 2013 all pledged to virtually halt financing for coal power stations. This didn’t stop Western Balkan governments’ enthusiasm for building new coal power plants however, and the major turnaround in this sector has been the entry of Chinese state policy banks into the region. The extent to which this will truly become a trend has yet to be seen as only one plant - the 300 MW Stanari plant in Bosnia and Herzegovina - has actually been constructed with a loan from the China Development Bank so far.

Further loan agreements were signed by the China Exim Bank in December 2014 for the 350 MW Kostolac B3 plant in Serbia, and in November 2017 for Tuzla unit 7. No financing contract has been signed for Banovići in Bosnia and Herzegovina at the time of writing, and other plants with potential Chinese involvement (Ugljevik III, Gacko II, Kamengrad) are much further from securing financing.

In the hydropower sector there has been an explosion in the number of small projects across the region in recent decades. Bulgaria moved fastest to hand out concessions on small rivers and streams in the late 1990s and early 2000s and was joined by others in the mid-2000s. Albania was the most active in this regard, awarding concessions for no less than 435 hydropower projects from 2007 to 2013.

A 2015 Bankwatch study covering the Western Balkans, Croatia, Slovenia and Bulgaria identified 200 new plants in operation since 2005, 113 under construction and 994 actively planned or potential plants, but pointed out that these figures were likely to be an underestimate. An earlier study by Dr Ulrich Schwarz which examined 1640 planned and potential projects in the region found that no less than 49% of these, or 817 projects, are in protected areas.

---

Financing for the smaller projects was very difficult to trace and, in most cases, likely originated from commercial banks. However, a surprisingly large number of IFI investments in the sector were identified: The EBRD was the most important actor with at least 51 greenfield plants supported with at least EUR 240 million.\textsuperscript{66} Newer actors are also visible in the hydropower sector, mainly the Chinese policy banks, but their involvement for now mostly remains on the level of expressing interest.\textsuperscript{67}

Other electricity generation projects seem relatively scarce compared to coal and hydropower but in 2016 Bankwatch identified 1166 MW of wind plant projects under development (compared to 2800 MW of actively planned coal projects).\textsuperscript{67} The IFIs, KfW and Chinese policy banks have all expressed willingness to back wind projects in the region\textsuperscript{68} so availability of financing per se does not seem to be a problem, but agreeing on the terms and conditions is holding back numerous projects.\textsuperscript{69}

**Transport**

In the last two decades SEE countries have invested heavily into getting themselves connected to the TEN-T corridors and investments in building or upgrading highways have been among the largest investments in the region. The sums spent are staggering for such small and cash-strapped countries.

The first section of the Bar-Boljare highway in Montenegro was originally costed at EUR 809 million, but due to the fixed exchange rate agreed for the loan from China Exim Bank, the project costs around USD 1.1 billion in dollars, and the estimated cost as of August 2017 was almost EUR 1 billion - an increase of 19 percent (4 percentage points of GDP), which is borne by the government.\textsuperscript{70} The northern and southern sections of the 3rd Development Axis in Slovenia are expected to cost even more - over EUR 2 billion altogether.\textsuperscript{71}

\textsuperscript{66} This number is likely to have changed slightly since the report was published and does not include all plants financed through commercial intermediaries. Since 2015 the EBRD has cancelled financing for the Boskov Most, Zrnovska reka 1, Zrnovska reka 2, Estericka reka, and Kadina reka plants in Macedonia according to direct e-mail communication with the bank by CEE Bankwatch Network, and the last four plants in the Vez Svohe project in Bulgaria are also not likely to go ahead. More information available at: \url{https://bankwatch.org/publications/financing-hydropower-protected-areas-southeast-europe}

\textsuperscript{67} CEE Bankwatch Network, Western Balkans countries invest at least 2.4 times as much in coal as in wind power, May 2016, available at: \url{https://bankwatch.org/publications/western-balkans-countries-invest-least-24-times-much-coal-wind-power}


\textsuperscript{69} CEE Bankwatch Network, Western Balkans countries invest at least 2.4 times as much in coal as in wind power, May 2016, available at: \url{https://bankwatch.org/publications/western-balkans-countries-invest-least-24-times-much-coal-wind-power}

\textsuperscript{70} International Monetary Fund: Montenegro - Selected Issues, September 2017, available at: \url{https://www.imf.org/~/media/Files/Publications/CR/2017/cr17277.ashx}

\textsuperscript{71} Republika Slovenija, Ministrstvo za infrastrukturo, Infrastrukturni projekti v Republiki Sloveniji, August 2015, available at: \url{http://www.mzi.gov.si/fileadmin/mzi.gov.si/pageuploads/Kabinet_ministra/15_10_13-Seznam_investici-}
Altogether no less than EUR 12.5 billion has been disbursed, committed or secured for the so-called Indicative Extension of the TEN-T Comprehensive Network in the Western Balkans since 2004. Of this, by far the largest amount has been for roads.

Graph 1: Share of total investments per mode of transport (M€)

Source: SEETO 2017

From 2004 to 2016 around 38% of financing came from IFIs, 29.7% from national budgets and 27.5% from “other sources”, including the China Exim Bank, Russian loans, the Abu Dhabi Fund, Islamic Development Bank, Italian government, Kuwait Fund, OPEC and others. This category has increased significantly in recent years as it was only 16% in 2014. National governments have committed and disbursed almost exclusively for road projects, while IFIs and “other” financiers have disbursed and committed some financing for rail but still much more for roads.

While many of the region’s roads certainly need improvement, rail needs some positive discrimination in terms of financing if it is going to become a relevant transport mode again.

Source: SEETO 2017
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V. Case studies of problematic projects and findings from the national-level analyses

Below we present individual cases from each of the countries targeted in this research. There are several recurring issues in the public infrastructure sphere in all the countries, EU members or not, which are summarised in the final section of the study.

Bosnia and Herzegovina

Recent trends and public financial flows for infrastructure

Much of Bosnia and Herzegovina’s Socialist-era infrastructure – roads, bridges, and tunnels – suffered from collapse or was damaged during the war in the 1990s, greatly increasing the need for investment. Investments in BiH are determined by the need for reconstruction and/or expansion of existing networks (roads, railways, airports, water supply, and sewage) and changes in demands for infrastructure services, as well as political affiliations, including EU accession.77

Many strategic documents have never been approved, for example neither the Federation of Bosnia-Herzegovina nor the state have an energy strategy at the time of writing, while that of Republika Srpska is very outdated. As of January 2018, new strategies are under development at all three levels. In the Federation there is no transport strategy or action plan nor any spatial plan. This creates a vacuum in which projects can be pushed individually without wider strategic analysis, leading to both poor project selection and overambitious plans. One example of this is the fact that two new coal power plant units (Banovići and Tuzla 7) are currently planned within 30 km of each other near Tuzla by different state-owned companies. These are in competition for water resources, financial backing from the Federation, and potentially even for coal if the Banovići mine proves unable to ramp up production. At the same time their cumulative environmental impacts have never been assessed.78

Concerning transport sector infrastructure projects, the main activities undertaken by the Federation of BiH entity government are related to improving the financing scheme for road infrastructure and the construction of the three subsections of the Pan-European Corridor Vc.

While theoretically open to foreign investment, Bosnia and Herzegovina struggles to attract high quality investors. A complicated political structure, non-transparent regulatory regime, high level of corruption and inadequate judicial and regulatory protections deter responsible investors, both foreign and domestic.

The role of civil society in decision-making on public infrastructure

The engagement of citizens and civil societies in the decision-making processes at state and entity level in BiH is somewhat regulated but not fully implemented. The lack of strategic documents mentioned above means that participation in decision-making on the strategic level is almost impossible and therefore project selection is carried out in an even less transparent manner than other countries in the region.

CSOs and the public are consulted through public debates in cases where environmental impact assessments take place, but this is already late in the process and only happens for larger projects. Most members of the public are not even aware of such processes and their importance, and if they are, they are often sceptical that they can make any change. Many NGOs are not interested and active in these processes because they are project-oriented rather than watchdog organisations. However, some networks and CSOs follow processes and decisions related to planned infrastructure projects, like construction of hydropower and thermal power plants, and act by sending comments on the documents during public consultations and attending public hearings. This mostly happens if the planned infrastructure project is going to have a negative impact on the environment or there is lack of transparency.

In addition, these CSOs, with help from experts, work with citizens and help them to prepare quality comments for public debates with the aim of including them in the planning and creation of their environment according to their needs. They also encourage the relevant institutions to inform and include the public in a timely manner during the preparation of infrastructure projects and when making decisions. Unfortunately, those who comment during such processes rarely receive responses to their comments. In most cases the comments are ignored or rejected and the government goes ahead with decisions already made beforehand. CSOs therefore often have to resort to legal action to ensure that basic points of law are enforced.79

---

**Case study - Corridor Vc motorway**

**Project name**
Corridor Vc motorway

**Location**
Northern border BiH – Croatia to Southern border BiH – Croatia

**Short description**
First planned in the 1970s, Corridor Vc is one of the three major Trans-European corridors within the region and runs from Budapest, Hungary, to the port of Ploče in southern Croatia, with the longest section running through BiH.

**Technical details**
The BiH section of Corridor Vc is planned to be 330 kilometres long, running from Svilaj on the northern border with Croatia to the southern border with Croatia near Ljubuški. The route falls mostly within the Federation of BiH Entity, with a short section in Republika Srpska.

The motorway is divided into four Lots, running north to south:
- **LOT 1**: Svilaj (Northern Border with Croatia) - Doboj South
- **LOT 2**: Doboj South - Sarajevo South (Tarcin)
- **LOT 3**: Sarajevo South (Tarcin) - Mostar North,
- **LOT 4**: Mostar North - Southern Border with Croatia.

**The benefits of the project?**
The project is intended to improve the connectivity of Bosnia and Herzegovina with neighbouring countries and advance its potential for economic development.

**The costs of the project?**
In 2004 the total project cost was estimated at EUR 5 billion.\(^{80}\) The current total cost is unknown as the project is now being built in sections, not all of whose costs have been revealed to the public. Those sections whose construction costs are public total EUR 2.4 billion so far.\(^{81}\)

**Who is financing the project?**
The EBRD and EIB have been most active in financing the project. The EBRD has signed four loans, for EUR 205 million in 2008; EUR 80 million in 2015; EUR 76 million in 2016,\(^ {82}\) and a EUR 70 million...
In 2008 the EIB signed a loan to co-finance the Kakanj - Drivuša section with EUR 75 million. A further loan for the Svilaj-Odžak and Vlakovo-Tarčin sections was signed in 2012 for EUR 166 million, and another for EUR 100 million in 2014 for the Počitelj-Bijača section. In 2016 another loan of EUR 50 million was approved along with another one for EUR 100 million in 2017.

Other financiers include the OPEC development fund OFID, which signed a loan of EUR 60 million in September 2014 for the construction of the Donja Gračanica (Pečuj)-Klopče section, and the Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic Development which provided a loan of around EUR 28 million for the Drivuša-Klopče section. “Exim”, presumably China Exim Bank, has also been cited as a potential financier of some sections but no loan agreements have been signed yet.

The status of financing for each section according to JP Autoceste’s website as of October 2017 is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From</th>
<th>To</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Construction cost</th>
<th>Supervision cost</th>
<th>Financed by</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Svilaj</td>
<td>Odžak</td>
<td>Under construction</td>
<td>83.8</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>EIB and EBRD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odžak</td>
<td>Doboj jug</td>
<td>Not started</td>
<td>Not known</td>
<td>Not known</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doboj jug</td>
<td>Žepče</td>
<td>Not started</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>Not known</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Žepče</td>
<td>Zenica sever</td>
<td>Not started</td>
<td>Not known</td>
<td>Not known</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zenica sever</td>
<td>Donja Gračanica</td>
<td>Not started</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Not known</td>
<td>EBRD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donja Gračanica</td>
<td>Klopče</td>
<td>Under construction</td>
<td>107.8</td>
<td>5.47</td>
<td>EBRD, OPEC Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klopče</td>
<td>Drivuša</td>
<td>Under construction</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Kuwait Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drivuša</td>
<td>Gorica</td>
<td>Finished</td>
<td>30.5</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>EIB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gorica</td>
<td>Bilješevo</td>
<td>Finished</td>
<td>66.5</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>EBRD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Key actors

- **Investor:** JP Autoceste FBIH, public company
- **Financiers:** EBRD, EIB, OFID, KFAED, Council of Europe
- **Interested parties:** Croatia, BiH
- **Key opposing parties:** Residents of Blagaj, Buna and Počitelj together with artists, who have argued for a change of routing; Environmental organisations such as Zeleni Neretva and Ekotim, who argue that the motorway should not be built through Prenj.

### Key problems with the project?

The project is a stark example of what happens when a route is planned a) several decades before it is actually built, without regularly re-examining whether it still makes sense b) prioritising road over rail transport and c) without sufficiently taking into account environmental issues at a stage when all options are still open.

The route was originally chosen back in the 1970s when Yugoslavia still existed. Thus, it made little difference that after exiting Hungary, the road would go through Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina and back to Croatia again, because Croatia and BiH were both in the same state. Now it is questionable whether an expensive international motorway should be Bosnia and Herzegovina’s top priority or whether it would be better to concentrate on connecting the cities within the country in a way more suited to the current economic situation, environment, and actual levels of traffic.

---

It is true that the motorway, once completed, will ensure that Sarajevo is better connected to Belgrade and Zagreb by road. It already connects Zenica with Sarajevo and will better connect Sarajevo with Mostar and with the coast. However, neither BIH's second largest city, Banja Luka, nor its third city, Tuzla, will be directly connected by this route. Of course, one road cannot connect every city, but this is precisely the point: Should BIH be prioritising one massive road instead of several somewhat smaller ones?

**Alternative solutions?**
A long-term and widely consulted transport strategy for Bosnia and Herzegovina is needed, which should address and try to reverse the imbalance in attention paid to railways vs. new motorways in the country, as well as making sure that existing roads are well-maintained.

The remainder of Corridor Vc should be built only if an updated feasibility study confirms it is really cost-effective. Some sections may not require a full-profile motorway, and dual-carriageways or other road upgrades should be considered in these sections, especially for the Konjic-Mostar section which should be kept as near to the existing route as possible and should avoid damage to the future National Park. Around Blagaj, it should be re-examined whether a full-profile motorway is needed and a solution should be sought together with local people, taking into account environmental and economic constraints.

### Case study – New coal power plants

**Project names**
Tuzla 7, Kakanj 8, Banović, Kamengrad (Federation of Bosnia-Herzegovina), Ugljevik III, Gacko II (Republika Srpska).

**Locations**
Near Tuzla, Kakanj, Sanski Most, Ugljevik and Gacko, Bosnia and Herzegovina

**Short description**
Most EU countries have not licensed any new coal power plants since around 2007 due to their climate impacts and increasingly poor economics. Yet BiH not only inaugurated the 300 MW Stanari plant near Doboj in September 2016, but it wants to build six more additional coal plants – and all of this in a country of only 3.5 million people. Not only does coal contribute to climate change – a fact which no filters can prevent – but the planned plants for which data exists are not in line with the latest EU standards for other pollutants like SO\(_2\), NO\(_x\) or dust either. One of the most frequently cited reasons for building the plants is the preservation of jobs in the country’s notoriously inefficient coal mining sector, however as well as being a bad basis for decision-making on energy matters, it is completely unrealistic.
Technical details

» Tuzla 7: 450 MW, annual generation 2,740 GWh, pulverised lignite combustion technology
» Kakanj 8: 300 MW, annual generation 1,755 GWh, circulating fluidized bed combustion
» Banovići: 350 MW, annual generation 2,200 GWh, circulating fluidized bed combustion
» Kamengrad: 2x215 MW, other data not known yet.
» Ugljevik III: 2x300 MW, annual generation 4,380 GWh, circulating fluidized bed combustion
» Gacko II: 350 MW, annual generation 2,556 GWh, circulating fluidized bed combustion.

The benefits of the projects?
The projects are claimed to bring numerous benefits, from generating electricity, to improving air quality in Tuzla, to preserving jobs. In the case of Tuzla 7 up to 3500 mining jobs are claimed to depend on the project.

The costs of the project?

Tuzla 7 – EUR 722 million
Kakanj 8 – EUR 529 million, or with coal mine investment EUR 626 million
Banovići - EUR 305 million
Kamengrad - EUR 510 million
Ugljevik III - EUR 800 million (including coal mine expansion)
Gacko II – Only an outline contract has been signed so the exact cost is not known. It has been

98 “Projekt” ad, Banja Luka: Studija uticaja na životnu sredinu za nove blokove termoelektrane u Ugljeviku - Ugljevik 3, August 2012
99 Institut za građevinarstvo “IG”, Banja Luka, Poslovni centar Trebinje Naučno-istraživački Institut
100 Naučno-istraživačka ustanova: Studija ekonomske opravdanosti sa elementima zaštite životne sredine za izgradnju i korišćenje „Termoelektrane Gacko II” snage 350 MW na području Opštine Gacko (Feasibility study), Kniiga I: Studija ekonomske opravdanosti, Trebinje, februara 2016. godine
mentioned as being more than a billion Convertible Marks, ie. more than EUR 500 million.\textsuperscript{107}

**Who is financing the project?**

**Tuzla 7** – China Exim Bank has signed a loan contract although it appears that there are still several more hurdles to pass before it could enter force.\textsuperscript{108}

**Kakanj 8** – So far, no-one.

**Banovići** - The Industrial-Commercial Bank of China is interested.\textsuperscript{109}

**Kamengrad** - So far, no-one, however given the interest from Chinese companies, Exim Bank is likely.

**Ugljevik III** - So far, no-one.

**Gacko II** - So far, no-one, however given the interest from Chinese companies, Exim Bank is likely.

**Key actors**

**Project sponsors**

- Elektroprivreda BiH (EPBiH) – project sponsor for Tuzla 7 and Kakanj 8
- RMU Banovići – project sponsor for Banovići power plant
- Lager d.o.o. Posušje - project sponsor for Kamengrad
- Comsar Energy Republika Srpska – project sponsor for Ugljevik III
- Elektroprivreda Republike Srpske (ERS) – project sponsor for Gacko II

**Entity governments**

Federation of BiH government – responsible for permitting processes, heavily back the projects in spite of the obvious competition between Tuzla 7 and Banovići. Republika Srpska government - responsible for permitting processes, heavily back the projects.

**Chinese companies**

- **Tuzla 7**: In August 2014, EPBiH signed an EPC (Engineering, Procurement, Construction) contract with China Gezhouba Group and Guangdong Electric Power Design.\textsuperscript{110} An annex was signed in 2016 to bring the price down due to low electricity prices.\textsuperscript{111}
- For Kakanj 8 no contractor has been selected.
- For Banovići, on 24.11.2015 an EPC contract was signed with China’s Dongfang.\textsuperscript{112}
- For Kamengrad, no contracts have been signed yet but a Memorandum of Understanding was


\textsuperscript{108} CEE Bankwatch Network: Rushed loan approval for Tuzla 7 coal plant, but project far from ready, 28 November 2017, available at: https://bankwatch.org/press_release/rushed-loan-approval-for-tuzla-7-coal-plant-but-project-far-from-ready


» For **Gacko II**, in April 2017 the Republika Srpska Minister of Industry, Energy and Mining signed an agreement on cooperation on the realisation of Gacko II with the China Africa Investment and Development Co. and China Machinery Engineering Corporation (CMEC).\footnote{Akta.ba: Kineske kompanije grade Termoelektranu Gacko 2, 04.04.2017, available at: \url{http://www.akta.ba/bs/Vijesti/vijesti/kineske-kompanije-grade-termoelektranu-gacko-2/76176}} In December a “general contract” was signed by the Republika Srpska government, Elektroprivreda Republike Srpske, CMEC and the Emerging Markets Power Fund.\footnote{Potpisan Opšti ugovor o realizaciji projekta izgradnje Termoelektrane „Gacko 2“, 12.12.2017; available at: \url{http://www.vladars.net/sr-SP-Cyril/Vlada/media/vijesti/Pages/Potpisan-Op%C5%A1ti-ugovor-o-realizaciji-projekta-izgradnje-Termoelektrane-„Gacko-2%E2%80%9C.aspx}} However considering there has been no public tender it is not clear what is the nature of this contract.

**Chinese banks**

China Exim plans to finance Tuzla 7, ICBC plans to finance Banovići. Gacko II, Kamengrad, Kakanj 8 and Ugljevik III do not appear to have serious prospective financing sources yet.

**Trade unions**

Trade unions are vocal in their support for the Tuzla 7 and Banovići projects, even though the jobs claims being made for the projects are completely unrealistic.\footnote{CEE Bankwatch Network: The great coal jobs fraud – unrealistic employment claims in southeast Europe, November 2016; available at: \url{https://bankwatch.org/publication/the-great-coal-jobs-fraud-unrealistic-employment-claims-in-southeast-europe}} It is not clear whether politicians are misleading the unions or the union leaderships are misleading the politicians and their members, but either way most public discussions on this issue lack any link with reality. In Ugljevik III the situation is different as the public-sector trade union at the existing plant is concerned that giving the concession for part of the mine to an external investor for the new plant means the existing plant will run short of coal.\footnote{BN Televizija: Protest radnika RiT-e Ugljevik, 08.02.2013; available at: \url{https://www.rtvbn.com/4864/protest-radnika-rit-e-ugljevik}, Sindikat RITE Ugljevik demantuje Dodika, 14.05.2014; available at: \url{https://www.rtvbn.com/30046/Sindikat-RITE-Ugljevik-demantuje-Dodika}}
**Key opponents**
Civil society organisations such as Ekotim, Center for Environment, Center for Ecology and Energy, also local people living near the potential Šićki brod ash landfill site near Tuzla. The Kamengrad plant is also attracting opposition.\(^{120}\)

**Key problems with the projects?**
The main problem with all coal plants is their contribution to climate change through CO\(_2\) emissions. Unlike other polluting emissions, which can be to some extent reduced by filters, CO\(_2\) emissions from coal cannot be stopped. For many years, coal promoters have hoped that Carbon Capture and Storage (CSS) technology would help to address this problem but in reality it has not become commercially available. It is highly expensive and reduces the efficiency of the power plant due to high internal power consumption.

However, there are also several specific problems with the planned power plants in BiH:

» In August 2017 new pollution control standards came into force in the EU, known as the LCP BREF. None of the planned plants for which data is available are in line with the emission limit values from the LCP BREF. This means that they would pollute more than is necessary, but also means that they would be later faced with additional costs as BIH will have to bring the plants into compliance if it is serious about EU accession.\(^{121}\)

» The project economics are largely kept under wraps and the publicly available information raises more questions than answers.\(^{122}\) It is not clear what electricity sales prices are assumed, what coal production prices, whether CO\(_2\) prices are taken into account,\(^{123}\) and what impact the construction of Tuzla and Banovići plants so close together will have on each other’s feasibility.

» The environmental impact assessments for Tuzla 7, Banovići and Ugljevik III were of very low quality, containing contradictory and outdated data. The environmental permits for Tuzla 7, Banovići and Ugljevik III are all being challenged in court. Likewise all of these plants are subject to complaints to the Espoo Convention for failure to assess their transboundary impacts.\(^{124}\)

---


Ugljevik III is also subject to an Energy Community dispute settlement process. Gacko II, Kamengrad and Kakanj 8 do not have permits yet.

**Alternative solutions?**

Invest in renewables and energy efficiency measures. Alternative energy scenarios have shown that new coal power plants are unlikely to be cost-effective for Bosnia and Herzegovina.

---


126 The environmental permit for Kakanj 8 expired and no extension was sought.

Bulgaria

Recent trends and public financial flows for infrastructure

As part of the European Union, Bulgaria has a seven-year programming period under the EU Budget, the current one being for 2014-2020. Budgeted EC funding for commonly agreed priorities is set out in Operational Programmes, including OP Transport Infrastructure (formerly OP Transport), OP Environment, and five others. The Cohesion Fund is the main source for the current OP Transport Infrastructure (also hinting in its name what the priorities are) and OP Environment. It provides for transport, water treatment and waste management projects. What this means in practice, is that every seven years the Bulgarian government focuses on building road infrastructure, particularly motorways. For the period 2007-2013 there were 280 km of motorways built, 50 km of first class roads, 20 metro stations and 21 km of metro lines in Sofia, as well as 500 km of rehabilitated railway lines.

Compared to its investment in motorways, the government continues to neglect railways - the most environmentally friendly and energy-efficient mode of transport. While modernisation of railway lines has been in both the 2007-2013 and the current EU budget for Bulgaria under OP Transport and Transport Infrastructure, Bulgaria still cannot rely on quick rail transport (e.g. for the period 2007-2013, only 53 km of the Sofia - Plovdiv line was modernised).^{128}

The state-owned railway company, BDZ, has accumulated losses, which, although they have declined in recent years, are still critically high. Passenger train services to remote locations that are not profitable are being discontinued. In June 2017, the European Commission approved state aid for the covering of debt accumulated by the rail company amounting to roughly EUR 114 million.^{129}

Social infrastructure, such as schools and public hospitals, is also neglected. Probably the main reason is the need for additional funds for operation. Keeping down the minimum wage, and hence all income and refraining from investments in health, education and culture, have all been explained by the government as necessary because of the need to construct hard infrastructure, mostly motorways, which it sees as a prerequisite for attracting foreign investment.^{130}

^{128} More about the Sofia – Plovdiv line is available at: http://www.capital.bg/politika_i_ikonomika/mne-nia/2016/05/16/2760858_dokude_sme_s_vlakovete/


The depopulation of peripheral areas and small towns has led to the closure of many schools and hospitals. By contrast, many private hospitals have contracts with the National Health Insurance Fund. Private hospitals often specialize in areas that are more highly paid and, unlike the state, have no obligation to carry out loss-making activities, such as emergency medical care, for example. According to Eurostat, in 2014 retailers and other providers of medical goods other than hospitals accounted for 42.4% of total healthcare expenditure in Bulgaria. Bulgaria also has one of the lowest ratios of health care budget to GDP among the EU countries with the lowest levels of annual expenditure per inhabitant (EUR 504 per inhabitant).131

In the energy sector, many of the coal thermal power plants are to be closed in the next 10 years as installing additional pollution control equipment makes them uneconomic to run. Without a clear plan for a just transition, this will lead to increased unemployment and the need to import electricity. A recent study carried out under the SEERMAP project estimates that Bulgaria will become a net importer of electricity between 2030 and 2040, and that by 2050, 22% of consumption will be covered by imports in a ‘no target’ (business as usual) scenario and 12% in a ‘decarbonisation’ scenario.132 Therefore, we need to work harder on increasing energy efficiency and it is imperative to adopt consensual national decisions about alternative ways to meet energy demand.

The role of civil society in decision-making on public infrastructure

The public is usually invited to participate only when strategic priorities and goals have already been set. Public participation in transport and other issues is typically sparse, while business lobbies appear to have close access to decision-makers. Even when there are contributions from the public, for example NGO inputs into transport-related strategic documents (as well as other infrastructure strategies), they are not taken into account and in many cases remain without an official response. Partly as a result of this, Bulgaria has a non-ambitious ‘laggard’ approach to implementing EU legislation, settling for the least demanding measures and aiming to maintain the status quo - visible for example in its low recycling rates.133

Regarding EU funds, the Operational Programmes have established monitoring committees, which include nominated NGO representatives. They participate in voting procedures on issues such as approving project selection criteria, annual work plans and reports. Overall, compared to the 2007-2013 programming period, visibility and transparency have improved, with a website established for EU funds www.eufunds.bg, however, the level of access allowed to civil society, such as in the decision-

---


making of some of the projects, as demonstrated in the cases below, has not shown any significant change.

More broadly, in cases of public opposition to infrastructure projects, public hearings for environmental impact assessment (EIA) procedures are still not effective in addressing the issues raised. Public hearings are frequently poorly announced and held at inconvenient times, resulting in very low public participation levels. Local people and civil society groups therefore often find litigation more effective in getting their concerns across.

**Case study - Struma motorway project – Kresna gorge, Lot 3.2**

**Project name**
E79 Struma motorway, part of Trans-European Corridor 4 (Hamburg, Germany - Thessaloniki, Greece). The E79 links Sofia with the Greek border (Kulata).

**Location**
Southwest Bulgaria.

**Short description**
The Kresna Gorge is a steep 15.6 km-long north-south gorge covering an area of 14,000 ha. It is the richest biodiversity site in Bulgaria, and contains two Natura 2000 sites. It is home to no fewer than 92 EU protected species, such as land tortoises, leopard- and four-lined snakes, 12 species of bats, golden eagles, griffon vultures, peregrine falcons, and is a hotspot containing 35 EU-protected habitats. It is also a crucial migratory bio-corridor for bears, wolves and other species, and a geographical border of distribution and/or very narrow migration corridor for many other species.

International traffic between Sofia and Thessaloniki currently passes along an existing relatively narrow road through the Gorge (E79). A motorway has been planned for decades and on Bulgaria’s accession to the EU in 2007, Struma motorway became part of the indicative list of major transport projects for consideration under the Operation Programme on Transport 2007-2013 supported by the EU Structural and Cohesion funds.

Sections 1, 2 and 4 have already been built with EU funds. This has increased the traffic levels, threatened with extinction some of the populations in the Gorge, and made the existing road more dangerous there.

In 2008, following Recommendation 98/2002 of the Bern Convention that the motorway should be routed outside of the Kresna gorge, the Government approved a decision on the Environmental

134 Convention on the Conservation of the European Wildlife and Natural Habitats, Recommendation 98/2002. “3. Consider the possibility of abandoning the option of enlarging the current road since this would substantially increase damage to a unique site, without possible measures of compensation, and continue studying alternative routes located outside the gorge that would respect the natural constraints as far as possible and provide for the integration of engineering works and compensate for environmental impact”; available at: https://wcd.coe.int/
Impact Assessment (2008/1), which recommended a long 15-km tunnel as the best alternative to protect the Gorge, at the same time as keeping the current road. This would support the development of tourism and the local economy, while also reducing accidents.

However, following pressure from the road construction lobby, a new procedure was opened and in October 2017, despite submissions of expert statements and a complaint by NGOs to the European Commission (in July 2017), a new decision was taken that the motorway should pass through the Gorge in one direction (southbound from Sofia to Thessaloniki), and for northbound traffic it should be outside of the Gorge on the eastern side. This contravenes the Bern Convention Recommendation and the EU Habitats Directive. Despite this fact, the EC’s DG Regio has continued financing of the motorway (sections 3.1. and 3.3.).

The benefits of the project?
The project is considered by the EU, as well as by the Bulgarian government, as one of the key transport access routes linking Bulgaria with Greece, however initially it was supposed to be planned in parallel with constructing a railway link.

The motorway will in no way be useful for the region’s local economic development, however constructing a road outside of the gorge and the town of Kresna would decrease road accidents and deaths in the town. In recent years these have increased drastically, as all transport including freight passes there, and local residents have organised protests to ask road authorities and the local municipality to take measures to improve safety.

Building the motorway outside of the gorge would also keep people’s land intact and allow the development of tourism such as rafting and kayaking on the Struma river, biodiversity tourism, biking and hiking. It would also free up the existing road for local people and tourists.

The costs of the project?
In total the Struma motorway – including the Kresna section in question – is expected to cost around EUR 781 million.

Who is financing the project?
EU funds are expected to finance around 85% of the project between 2007-2021, with the Government contributing around 15%.

The EU PHARE Cross-Border Cooperation Programme Bulgaria–Greece provided EUR 3.3 million for...
the detailed design studies for the Sofia-Kulata (Struma) Motorway.

The OP Transport 2007-2013 funded the construction of Lots 1, 2 and 4 of the Struma Motorway, and the preparation of Lot 3 with EUR 274 million (out of EUR 324 million total cost). On 9.06.2009 the OP Transport Monitoring Committee decreased the amount reserved for Struma Motorway construction in 2007-2013 by shifting the most controversial and difficult to build part of the motorway, Lot 3 through the Kresna Gorge, to the 2014-2020 period. The first three sections were finalised with a total cost of BGN 496 million (approx. EUR 254 million).

EUR 4 million was provided as an EU technical assistance grant for the preparation of Lot 3. Construction was due to start in 2015 with the funds allocated in the new EU budget period.

Struma Motorway Lot 3 is the only road priority project listed in the Bulgarian OP Transport 2014-2020 and the EU’s DG Regio has been informed since 2014 on the progress of this project as a member of the OP Transport Monitoring Committee.

In November 2017, the EC approved funding for Lots 3.1. and 3.3. with a total cost of BGN 739 million (approx. EUR 377 million).

This means more than EUR 630 million spent on Struma motorway construction alone, even without technical studies, leaving less than EUR 100 million for the most expensive part of the motorway - Lot 3.2. There are still no official documents available estimating the cost of different alternatives for the Kresna Gorge section, apart from a now outdated multi-criteria analysis.

**Key actors**

**National authorities**

At the core of the conflict on the motorway route are the national authorities, such as the Ministry of Regional Development and Public Works, the Ministry of Transport, Information Technology and Communications, and the Road Infrastructure Agency.

**The road construction lobby**

There is no Bulgarian construction company that has the technical capacities to build the tunnel, and the construction lobby has mounted a media campaign to undermine this option as well as sending letters to the Ministries in charge.

The Bulgarian Branch Chamber - Roads, in a letter from 16 April 2014, asked the Ministry of Regional Development to include other alternatives routes in the planned cost benefit analysis. These are

---

140 Bulgarian Branch Chamber Roads, Letter to the Minister of Regional Development, 14.04.2014, number 99-00-
alternatives rejected in the EIA and passing through the Gorge.

Shortly afterwards, a joint letter followed on 23 April 2014, addressed to the Bulgarian authorities including the Prime Minister and signed by the University of Architecture, Department of Roads, the Bulgarian Construction Chamber, Bulgarian Branch Chamber - Roads, Bulgarian Branch Association for Road Safety, and the Association of Road Engineers and Consultants.

The letter claimed that a series of discussions were held among them, concluding that the construction of a 15-km tunnel - approved as the most ecological alternative in the 2008 EIA - is “inappropriate, unrealistic and not justified economically”.\textsuperscript{141} The letter further demanded a revision of the tunnel alternative and suggests that routing the motorway through the gorge would be more technically and economically viable.

The conclusions in the letter are based on no substantial data or evidence, but rather represent the interests of the signatories.

**The European Commission**

The EC has consistently failed to take action to ensure the preservation of the Kresna Gorge. DG Regio is in charge of receiving the application and approving the financing for the project, and despite the fact that the Bulgarian authorities have undertaken obvious steps that failed to fulfil the requirements of Bern Convention Decision 98/2002 and the protection of the Gorge, the EC has continued to finance the project.

In spite of the increased traffic on the operational sections of the motorway mentioned above, and the fact the Government approved an alternative through the Gorge (even if partly, the so-called G10.5 option), the Commission went ahead and approved the funding of the sections on both ends of the Gorge in October 2017.

**NGOs**

The Save the Kresna Gorge coalition was established in 1997, more than 20 years ago, when the first plans to build the motorway through the gorge appeared. The Coalition acts through its members: BALKANI Wildlife Society, Za Zemiata (Friends of the Earth Bulgaria), the Bulgarian Society for the Protection of Birds (BSPB), Green Policy Institute (GPI), Centre for Environmental Information and Education (CEIE), Vlahi Nature School, and the international networks CEE Bankwatch Network and Friends of the Earth Europe.

**Local people**

Back in 2008, the local people themselves proposed the alternative adopted in the EIA, to build a long tunnel bypassing the gorge. However, the media and successive governments, apparently influenced by the road construction lobby, have convinced the public that this tunnel is dangerous and expensive. Now, local people have announced their will through a petition that they would like

\textsuperscript{141} Letter of the Branch organisations of the road sector for possible alternatives of the 15-kilometre tunnel Krupnik - Kresna of Struma motorway, number 729 / 28.04.2014 to National Company for Strategic Infrastructure Projects.
the motorway out of the gorge and far from the town of Kresna.

**Key problems with the project?**

**Environmental destruction and breach of EU environmental legislation, as well as wasting EU money**

As outlined above, the Kresna Gorge is the richest biodiversity site in Bulgaria, with no less than 92 EU-protected species. It encompasses two Natura 2000 sites: the Kresna site (BG0002003) and the Kresna–Ilindentsi site (BG0000366). The latter is a strict reserve according to Bulgarian law.

Construction of the motorway through the gorge means more traffic, more pollution and more disturbance to animals. Feeding, reproduction and hibernation sites for most of the rare species will be destroyed or disrupted, and some of them will completely disappear. The migration route along the river valley will also be cut off.

The 2008 Appropriate Assessment under the EU Habitats Directive included compulsory mitigation measures including the diversion of all motorway traffic outside of the Gorge and the completion of Lot 3 (the Kresna section) before other sections in order to avoid an increase in traffic on the existing road.

The Bulgarian Government and EC have ignored the latter by completing other connecting sections of the Struma motorway first, creating a bottleneck. This is potentially a violation of Article 6(3) of the EU Habitats Directive and has brought grave consequences for Kresna’s wildlife. Between 2003 and 2013 there was an increase in traffic through the Gorge, from around 4000-4500 vehicles per day to 7969. Over a similar period 2003-2015, roadkill frequency of certain species declined in spite of the rising traffic volume, which appears to suggest a decline or even local extinction in local populations. Data submitted by NGOs to the European Commission shows that the population abundance of all Chiroptera (bats) decreased by around 92% and all vertebrates by 84% over the period 2003/4 to 2014/15 and that there has been a very significant disturbance of species of EU importance and deterioration of the Natura 2000 site.\(^{142}\)

On 20 April 2017 the Bulgarian Road Infrastructure Agency decided to ignore another binding condition from the Appropriate Assessment as well, by advancing a variant for motorway construction routed partially through the Gorge (Lot 3.2). This variant involves southbound traffic going through the Gorge and northbound traffic going outside of the Gorge to the east. The decision did not give equal weight to assessing alternative solutions fully outside of the Gorge and its decision pre-empted the results of a new EIA/Appropriate Assessment (AA) currently being carried out – itself lacking clear legal grounds to avoid legal uncertainties vis-a-vis the existing AA from 2008.

For these reasons, a complaint on violation of the EU Habitats Directive submitted to DG Environment

---

Preventing further local economic development
The people of Kresna will lose their most fertile agricultural lands and the possibilities for tourism development in the region. According to the local authorities, currently around 300 people depend on income from shops and restaurant businesses along the existing E-79 road. Those will be lost if the motorway passes through the gorge.

The motorway will either destroy or contaminate some of the gardens and vineyards. Kresna Gorge is the producer of the endemic Keratzuda wine, from grapes which grow only in this region. People have no alternative agricultural land if this is taken or destroyed. People also fear noise and air pollution from the motorway and would have to do long detours in order to reach their land. In addition, building a motorway through the gorge will significantly hinder local tourism, rafting and kayaking, which currently bring around 20,000 people annually.

Alternative solutions?
An alternative route is possible

1. A “full eastern alternative” is proposed in the scoping report for the new EIA and is what local people and NGOs are advocating for. It is known as variant G20. In 2016, the Road Infrastructure Agency initiated a new scoping document for a new EIA procedure. NGOs submitted letters and studies proposing a full bypass of the motorway outside of the Kresna Gorge. As a result, the road authorities included in the scoping procedure this full alternative.

This is the only alternative which seems possible at the moment, given that the tunnel option below has been rejected by the authorities - despite the fact that it is the only still legal option selected and the one that was a precondition for EU funding.

2. The long tunnel option was adopted in the still valid 2008 EIA decision as the only solution. It was also a precondition for the EU funding of the other sections of the motorway. However, despite this option being selected already in 2008, it was never seriously followed up. We believe this is due to the influence of the Bulgarian construction companies mentioned above.

Case study - Sofia Waste Management Project
Project name
Waste incinerator at Sofia district heating plant - Phase III of Integrated system of solid waste treatment facilities of Sofia Municipality

Location
Sofia, Bulgaria

---

**Short description**
The project is being implemented in 3 phases, two of which are complete:
1) landfill, biogas and composting plants (operating since 2013 and 2014)
2) mechanical-biological treatment plant (MBT) (operating since 2015)
3) incineration unit for refuse-derived fuel (RDF) output from MBT at existing local district heating plant (in pre-approval phase).

**Technical details**

» Sadinata landfill - capacity 3.2 million tonnes, projected lifetime 21 years.

» Han Bogrov biological treatment site: capacity of composting plant for green waste: 24 000 t/y (around 60% of generated amounts from 2014) and capacity of anaerobic digester for food waste: 20 000 t/y (ca. 27% of generated amounts in 2014).

» Sadinata mechanical-biological treatment plant capacity for mixed waste treatment: 410 000 t/y (107% of generated mixed waste in 2014). There are various figures on how much recyclable material is recovered, ranging from 4% to 10% of mixed waste input.

» TEC Sofia RDF incinerator unit at existing district heating plant in Sofia, capacity for RDF incineration: 180 000 t/y (ca. 45% of mixed waste in 2014).

Formal separate collection is low in Sofia. According to the National Statistical Institute, in 2016 only 3.37 percent of waste was “delivered for recycling” in the city. Most recyclables are acquired via informal waste pickers from waste containers in the street against direct payment or direct from businesses generating waste.

**The benefits of the project?**
Sofia Municipality claims that the third phase of the project – the RDF incineration unit will improve the efficiency of the district heating supplier, financially-troubled Toplofikacia Sofia, by replacing 10% of the natural gas used with ‘alternative fuel’ derived from Sofia’s mixed waste stream, while also meeting legal waste management requirements to reduce biodegradable waste (food, garden, paper, cardboard) going to landfill. The hypothetical beneficiaries of the project are the district heating customers (expected lower bills due to natural gas substitution) and all Sofia inhabitants due to the landfill having an extended lifetime, as well as the global climate benefit of reducing methane emissions from landfilled bio-waste.

---

144 This figure comes from the CBA incremental model developed by Jaspers in 2011 – not a publicly available document, received through an access to information request. Another confirmation of low extraction of recyclables is a public tender published in 2017 in which Sofia municipality requires that the separation of recyclables in MBT to increases to 9.52%, meaning that currently it is even lower.

145 Available at EIB website at: [http://www.eib.org/infocentre/stories/all/2015-july-01/turning-waste-into-valuable-resources-for-the-residents-of-sofia.htm](http://www.eib.org/infocentre/stories/all/2015-july-01/turning-waste-into-valuable-resources-for-the-residents-of-sofia.htm), [accessed 24 October 2017]


147 In a conservative estimate by an external consultant, between 50-70% of materials sold to intermediary buyers are brought by wastepickers. Source: Розу, Разделно събиране на отпадъците от опаковки, пилотен проект за Овча Купел и Кремиковци, commissioned by Sofia municipality, 2011. The study is several years old but the situation does not seem to have changed drastically.
**The costs of the project?**

- Phase 1 (landfill, bio-waste treatment): around EUR 70 million
- Phase 2 (mechanical-biological treatment): around EUR 107 million
- Phase 3 RDF incinerator: around EUR 135 million

**Who is financing the project?**

Funding for phases I and II of the project was provided through the Operational Programme Environment (European Regional Development Fund) and loans from the European Investment Bank with co-financing from the Bulgarian government. The same funding sources are expected for Phase III. In October 2017 an EIB loan of EUR 45 million was approved, while the application form and accompanying cost-benefit, options, state-aid and other analyses are to be submitted to the European Commission for EU funds in 2018.

**Key actors**

- Sofia Municipality – project proponent
- Toplofikacia Sofia – operator of TEC Sofia district heating plant where the RDF incinerator is planned, the largest municipal company in Sofia and largest district heating plant in Bulgaria and the Balkans, serving around 70% of households in the city.
- Managing authority of Operational Programme Environment 2020 in Bulgaria – funding-related procedures
- European Commission/DG Regio – funding decision
- EIB and JASPERS – loans and expertise for application form and accompanying required analyses
- Ramboll – Danish engineering consultancy providing technical assistance and design of the RDF incinerator.

Key opposing parties: Za Zemiata environmental association (For the Earth), Citizens’ initiative for public and rail transport, Bulgaria Association of Asthma Sufferers, etc.

**Key problems with the project?**

The project contradicts the EU’s waste management hierarchy, in which waste prevention, re-use and recycling should be prioritised. Incineration is, according to the waste hierarchy, the second least-preferred waste treatment method after landfill. Yet the plan is to invest a major portion of available EU funding for waste management into this project, which does not contribute to achieving the EU’s mandatory recycling targets (50% by 2020, upcoming new target of at least 60% by 2030). Only 10% of the material which enters the MBT plant is recovered as recyclable material – a very low percentage even for this kind of facility.

---


149 Available at EIB website: [http://www.eib.org/projects/pipelines/pipeline/20090545](http://www.eib.org/projects/pipelines/pipeline/20090545) [accessed 24 October 2017]

150 Available at EIB website: [http://www.eib.org/projects/pipelines/pipeline/20090545](http://www.eib.org/projects/pipelines/pipeline/20090545) [accessed 24 October 2017]

151 Available at: EIB website: [http://www.eib.org/infocentre/stories/all/2015-july-01/turning-waste-into-valu‌‌‌‌‌‌‌able-resources-for-the-residents-of-sofia.htm](http://www.eib.org/infocentre/stories/all/2015-july-01/turning-waste-into-valuable-resources-for-the-residents-of-sofia.htm) [accessed 24 October 2017]
Additional air pollutants are also a concern, in a situation where particulate matter emission in Sofia are already consistently over the legal limits. The European Court of Justice\textsuperscript{152} found Bulgaria guilty of breaching EU air quality legislation in April 2017.\textsuperscript{67} Key dangerous pollutants resulting from RDF incineration are dioxins and furans – a large family of some of the most toxic known substances, which are known human carcinogens and persistent organic pollutants that take a long time to decompose, bioaccumulate in body tissues, and damage the immune system.\textsuperscript{153}

While incinerator proponents insist that high temperature burning solves this problem, there are numerous reasons to doubt this, including the fact that incinerators do not operate at optimum conditions all the time and that dioxin and furan emissions are usually measured only occasionally and with prior notice.\textsuperscript{154}

The socio-economic issues are relevant to Sofia’s entire population:
\begin{itemize}
\item Local taxpayers will pay for increasing costs of operating the waste management facilities, potentially subsidizing lower bills for district heating customers.
\item Incinerators need a guaranteed constant inflow of waste with specific characteristics (moisture, calorific value) in order to function. Installing such an inflexible facility means a ‘lock-in’ effect in which potentially recyclable/compostable materials are diverted to incineration instead, as the most combustible waste materials are usually also those which can be recycled, such as paper, cardboard and plastic.
\item Informal street collectors of recyclables may lose access to materials and/or buyers (the only source of income for many), if the mixed waste collected yields insufficient amounts of RDF (which is typically composed of plastics, paper, textile) and it is decided to add more of these materials to the mix.
\end{itemize}

The proposed project is very costly, undermines the circular economy agenda and violates the waste management hierarchy, because it plans to divert potentially recoverable materials towards lower-level uses, such as destruction through incineration, accompanied by one-time energy extraction, followed by disposal. Installing incineration capacity inevitably blocks the progress of separate collection and recycling, as it competes for the same materials.

Decision-making and preparation for financing of the project has been non-transparent and largely conducted without properly involving the public. Four poorly announced and poorly attended public hearings were held only over the environmental impact assessment, while the cost-benefit analysis, currently being revised by Jaspers, is not going to undergo public scrutiny.

\textsuperscript{152}European Court of Justice: Judgement in case C-488/15, 5 April 2017, available at: http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf;jsessionid=9ea7d0f130d54ff31a427d5d40ac926fe7fd11b88a57.e34KaxiLc3eQc4OLax-qMbn4PAnaTe0?text=&docid=189624&pageIndex=0&doclang=en&mode=lst&dir=&occ=first&part=1&cid=918481
**Alternative solutions?**

An alternative vision by Za Zemiata following the Zero Waste approach proposes, instead of capital investment in large inflexible infrastructure, such as the RDF incinerator, to invest in more vehicles and bins and overhaul waste collection logistics towards intensive source separation of recyclables and bio-waste. As the waste collection system improves, the MBT will be able to process more separately collected waste flows and extract more recyclables, instead of contaminated waste used as alternative industrial fuel (RDF). This course of action would also create more jobs, generate additional income from recyclables and realise savings from diverting waste from landfill and incineration, both of which represent net costs.

---

Recent trends and public financial flows for infrastructure

In the post-conflict period in Kosovo, around one third of total public spending has been allocated to basic infrastructure. According to the IMF, the country’s public investment level peaked at 11 percent of GDP in 2012, due to the construction of a new highway to Albania, and in 2014, it declined to about 8 percent of GDP. Kosovo’s public capital stock has remained stable, reaching about 50 percent of GDP, slightly below the regional average of 60 percent. Considering that investments in the transport sector have been a priority, between 2011 and 2015 Kosovo spent 60 percent of its total budget funds on economic infrastructure. 50 percent of this represents investment in rehabilitation of the existing transport network.\(^\text{156}\)

The biggest recent road construction investment in Kosovo is the Ibrahim Rugova Highway, also known as Route 7, connecting Kosovo with Albania. It was built on the premise of creating wealth from increased trade and tourism, but the final costs were much higher in both countries that those originally stated. In Kosovo the cost rose from EUR 400 million for 102 km of highway to EUR 838 million for 77 km, while in Albania the contract for a 60 km mountainous section was originally worth EUR 418 million but this rose to EUR 950 million.\(^\text{157}\) The journal Foreign Policy reported in 2015 that the road was only being used at one third of its capacity.\(^\text{158}\)

Two other major road projects are underway: (i) Route 6 or the Arben Xhaferi highway connecting Pristina with Skopje, estimated at EUR 600 million plus around EUR 60 million for expropriation costs, and (ii) the Pristina-Gjilan highway at EUR 260 million, which is still in its initial phase. Also, an important segment of Kosovo railways is also scheduled to undergo a major upgrade via a EUR 195.5 million EBRD loan.\(^\text{159}\)

However, the IMF has expressed concerns that there is a tendency in Kosovo to over-invest in new capital stock, and under-invest in the maintenance of roads and other infrastructure-related issues, including traffic management and road safety, partly because maintenance spending gets crowded.


out by other political priorities. Maintenance expenditure has been falling in recent years both in monetary value, and as a ratio of the capital stock. The road maintenance budget, is less than half of Serbia or Bosnia and Herzegovina on a per capita basis. The IMF and World Bank have suggested increasing road user charges and vehicle registration fees to ensure sufficient funds are available for road maintenance in the medium to long term.\(^{160}\)

Poor infrastructure in the energy sector, resulting in an unreliable energy supply, has bottlenecked the general competitiveness of the economy, and the Government, with strong backing from the World Bank, has for many years been trying to construct a new lignite power plant - Kosova e Re. However, the project has gone much more slowly than expected. It is facing opposition from civil society organised in the KOSID coalition, which is pushing for Kosovo to break its almost total dependence on lignite for electricity generation and prioritise energy efficiency and renewable energy investments.\(^{161}\) On the other hand the project development process itself is going very slowly. Although the Kosovar government is claiming that there would be no impact on the state budget for this project because it would be carried out by a private investor,\(^ {162}\) it seems unlikely that there would not be any costs for the state due to expropriation, mine expansion and so on. Moreover, the amount of time and effort being put into this project is clearly diverting resources from finding more environmentally acceptable and cost-effective alternatives.

The role of civil society in decision-making on public infrastructure

The government tends to plan infrastructure projects in isolation, neither seeking nor considering the public’s input. Although the recently amended law on public procurement sets up new mechanisms aiming to strengthen integrity in the public procurement system, there is still a widespread perception of corruption, and the implementation of integrity rules remains insufficient. Considering this, the relevant institutions should increase the level of transparency in policy-making, by including, among other things, public consultation at all stages of project planning and implementation.

Implementation of the Law on Public Documents remains problematic in Kosovo. The right to access public official documents is in reality hampered by the entrenched secretive mentality of many public authorities in the country. Requests to obtain public data are often denied on an unfounded basis. Even basic environmental information is often difficult to obtain: A region-wide examination of the quality of environmental impact assessments for hydropower projects by WWF was not even


\(^{161}\) More information about KOSID available at: http://www.kosid.org

able to analyse any studies from Kosovo due to them not being publicly available. According to KOSOVO 2.0, a pioneering independent media organization, relevant institutions mainly provide requested information to the interested parties on issues of lesser public importance. In 2015, after a three-year battle to gain access to government travel expense documents, a Prishtina court ruled that BIRN Kosovo should have access to the documents, contrary to the wishes of the Kosovo Prime Minister’s office, which claimed that this could infringe privacy rights. The court affirmed that public officials’ expenses directly amount to public money.

**Case study – Route 6, Arben Xhaferi Highway**

**Project names**
Route 6 Prishtina - Elez Han Highway (Arben Xhaferi Highway)

**Locations**
Prishtina, Kosovo, to the Macedonian border at Elez Han

**Short description**
The Pristina - Elez Han highway is the second largest infrastructure project in the state after the highway to Albania. Also known as the Arben Xhaferi highway, named after an Albanian politician in Macedonia, Route 6 was initially planned as a vital route for goods coming from Greece’s port at Thessaloniki, about 260 kilometres away, and into Macedonia before entering Kosovo. The route is also part of Kosovo and the region’s southern trade route. 35% of Kosovo’s trade exchange, according to RIINVEST, passes through Hani i Elezit, which, consequently, is the busiest customs point.

**Technical details**
The highway is to be 60 km long, of which 20 km was opened in early 2017.

**The benefits of the projects?**
The then Macedonian Deputy Prime-Minister Musa Xhaferi claimed this highway would bring political, social, economic and brotherly cohesion between the two countries. Route 6, according to its feasibility study, is deemed as positively impacting on the trade ties between Kosovo and Macedonia.

---

163 WWF and South East Europe Sustainable Energy Policy: EIA/SEA of hydropower projects in South East Europe - Meeting the EU standards, November 2015; available at: http://d2ouvy59p0dg6k.cloudfront.net/downloads/hydro_v6_webr.pdf
The costs of the project?
EUR 599,944,263 fixed price and an estimated EUR 60 million for property expropriation along the route.\(^{169}\)

Who is financing the project?
The highway is funded by the Kosovo state budget.

Key actors
- Kosovo’s government - The government unilaterally decided to start construction of the project and has entirely funded it from state resources, even though it is worth almost half of the country’s budget at the time of signing the contract in June 2014.\(^{170}\)
- US-Turkish consortium Bechtel-Enka, the main contractor.
- Macedonia’s government - There has been no decision by the Macedonian government on whether to build the highway from Skopje to the Kosovo border.

Key opponents
- The LDK opposition party criticized the high price of the project, and, along with the Vetevendosje Movement, opposed the project, stating that the country has higher priorities and that other capital projects are more needed, particularly in the energy sector.
- Villagers in Babushi i Muhaxhereve are opposing the project because their agricultural land is being used for construction. The Ministry of the Environment and Spatial Planning states that 80% of the land used for building the new motorway is agricultural.\(^{171}\)

Key problems with the projects?
The main question was whether this project should be Kosovo’s highest priority at all, particularly after the experience with the Route 7 highway to Albania. Opposition parties LDK and the Vetevendosje Movement opposed the launching of yet another road, and urged the need for other capital projects to be considered instead.\(^{172}\) Improvements were needed on the route, but it is not clear that a full-scale motorway is justified.\(^{173}\)

Although a feasibility study was conducted, it was neither published nor discussed among the wider public. This raised numerous questions about the project’s supposed benefits. Kosovo has had a
continual trade deficit with Macedonia, the former importing about EUR 140 million products from Macedonia in 2014, and exporting to Macedonia products worth EUR 36 million. Doubts have been raised whether the highway will change this situation as similar claims were made for the Kosovo-Albania highway which did not materialise.\textsuperscript{174}

Concerns were also raised by NGOs about the implementation of the project. The Ministry of Infrastructure only allowed partial access to the contract for the Pristina–Skopje motorway, by allowing NGOs to view a paper copy at the Ministry but not to copy it or photograph it.\textsuperscript{175} This is not in line with Article 11 of the Law on Access to Public Documents nr. 03/L-215,\textsuperscript{176} according to which the requester has the right to receive either the original or a copy of the requested document, depending on the requester’s choice.\textsuperscript{177}

People living along the highway route have also raised concerns about the loss or fragmentation of their agricultural land as well as noise and safety. Pristina Insight reports that in the village of Babush, locals collected 600 signatures on a petition against the construction of the highway in the village within just a couple of hours. They presented it to the municipal office in Lipjan, but with no results.\textsuperscript{178}

\textbf{Alternative solutions?}

The funds allocated for the Route 6 project could have been used to fulfil other public needs in the health, education or water sectors. There is no information publicly available on whether the government made funding cuts in other sectors to enable the road construction to go ahead. Regarding transport on the Pristina-Elez Han route, upgrading the current road or building an expressway may have been an alternative solution, as might upgrading the Pristina-Skopje railway.

\textsuperscript{176} Law on Access to Public Documents, NO. 03/L – 215; available at: \url{http://www.kuvendikosoves.org/common/docs/ligjet/2010-215-eng.pdf}
\textsuperscript{177} KFOS/Riinvest: Route 6 Highway Pristina-Skopje, Riinvest, 2015; available at: \url{http://www.riinvestinstitute.org/uploads/files/2016/September/21/Autostrada_Pristine_Shkup_eng1474445138.pdf}
\textsuperscript{178} Valerie Plesch: Transit Country, Pristina Insight, 14.03.2016, available at: \url{http://prishtinainsight.com/transit-country-mag/}
Macedonia

Recent trends and public financial flows for infrastructure

The main players in building new and renovating old infrastructure projects in Macedonia, apart from the Government, are the EU through its Instrument for Pre-Accession Fund (IPA), the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) and the European Investment Bank (EIB), as well as the World Bank. Germany’s KfW is also involved to a smaller extent and The China Exim bank assisted with the building of two new highways: Kicevo-Ohrid and Miladinovci–Stip. Macedonia, as with all other SEE countries, depends heavily on foreign investments in its infrastructure, no matter whether the projects are in transport, energy, health or education.

Concerning energy infrastructure projects, Macedonia has not had any IFI-financed fossil fuel investments since 2006. In spite of this generally positive development, around 70-75% of the country’s electricity production still comes from coal. In addition, other IFI investments have had their shortcomings: The largest energy project signed by the EBRD during this period was the controversial Boskov Most hydropower plant, from which it eventually withdrew in 2017. In addition to the IFIs, Germany’s KfW supported the construction of a 50 MW wind power project in the country with a loan of almost EUR 33 million. Since 2015 it has also been supporting state utility ELEM’s EUR 39 million district heating project in Bitola which is aimed at replacing the usage of electricity, oil and wood for heating. This, KfW states, will cut greenhouse gas emissions and improve the safety and reliability of the distribution network.

At first sight, IFI support for the transport sector seems more significant than for the energy sector. Much of the support is directed towards the reconstruction and building of Corridors VIII and X. Building the road components of these two corridors has been central to the Macedonian transport strategy in the past 25 years. Less attention has been paid to railways, although the EBRD has provided two loans for Corridor VIII.

The China Exim Bank provided a EUR 580 million loan for the construction of the Miladinovci-Stip and Kicevo-Ohrid highways, two of the most capital-intensive projects in the country. Government

budget funds made up 10 percent of the total value of the projects. The Skopje-Sveti Nikole-Stip highway costs EUR 206 million for 53 km while Kicevo-Ohrid costs EUR 374 million for 56.7 km. The agreement includes a provision which provides an additional ten percent for contingency. Construction began in 2014, and was expected to take three years.¹⁸³ In May 2017 former Prime Minister Gruevski was accused by the Macedonian Special Prosecution of awarding the contract for the motorways to Sinohydro even though another Chinese company made a lower offer.¹⁸⁴

It remains to be seen whether Macedonia’s new government will substantially change the direction of the energy, transport and other infrastructure sectors.

The role of civil society in decision-making on public infrastructure

Formally, civil society as well as the general public is informed and involved when projects of national importance are being designed. However, in practice, this is not the case. As in the other countries of the region, many infrastructure projects were designed decades ago and periodically resurface for a new try at implementation, usually without sufficient analysis of whether they are still relevant for today’s needs and satisfy today’s environmental and social standards. This was the case for the Boskov Most and Lukovo Pole hydropower plants in the Mavrovo National Park.

Analytica, in its previous research on transparent financial operating of the energy sector, came to the conclusion that the civil society is in many cases left out of the decision making processes in this capital intensive sector. “The study showed and confirmed the hypothesis that the state-owned institutions and companies are very closed in terms of public relations, sharing of information and data. This is the case especially in the financial segment, where transparency and accountability are more the exception than the rule in their work.”¹⁸⁵

The Center for Research and Policy Making from Skopje has come to the conclusion that “There must be clear guidelines for all citizens and stakeholders on how to give their comments and advice, and clear guidelines on how the institutions will process their feedback in order to achieve the real objective of good governance...the focus must be placed on enhanced cooperation with CSOs. They would be extremely useful in the policy making process, partly due to the experience that they have, and partly because of their close contact with citizens...The manner in which consultations are done

---


¹⁸⁵ Sonja Risteska, The road to financial transparency and accountability of the institutions and companies in the energy sector in the Republic of Macedonia, Analytica think tank, February 2015, page 68. Available at: http://analyticamk.org/images/Files/Reports/Transparency-FINAL_en_07d1c.pdf
In Macedonia, where civil society organizations that operate in Skopje have an advantage, compared with other organizations and citizens in the country, is one of the main challenges of the existing procedures.186

In addition, during recent years there has been a clear reluctance by many people working in the public sector or related to someone working in the public sector to speak out against particular projects due to fears that they or their relatives could lose their jobs. This was for example witnessed by CEE Bankwatch Network representatives visiting Ohrid in 2014 in relation to the planned expressway through the Galičica National Park.187 It remains to see whether the change of government in the country will bring positive changes in this respect.

**Case study - Corridor X, Demir Kapija - Smokvica motorway**

**Project names**
New motorway section - Demir Kapija to Smokvica (part of Pan-European Corridor X)

**Locations**
Southern Macedonia

**Short description**
Corridor X runs from Salzburg, Austria, to Thessaloniki, Greece, through Macedonia, so is of clear relevance to the EU. This section was financed through the Regional Development Programme of the pre-accession funds for Macedonia. The aim was to construct 28.18 km of high quality dual carriageway from Demir Kapija to Smokvica, in accordance with European standards, thus completing the main axis of Corridor 10 crossing the Republic of Macedonia.

**Technical details**
The 28.2 km of dual carriageway was very complex due to the difficult terrain, involving construction of two twin tunnels of a total length of 4.5 km, 6 major river bridges/viaducts, 2 interchanges and 12 overpasses/underpasses.

**The benefits of the project?**
The route is important for connecting different parts of the EU and moving both goods and people.

**The costs of the project?**
EUR 271 million for this section.188


Who is financing the project?
EU IPA funds (EUR 45 million), the EIB (EUR 130 million), the EBRD (EUR 107) and the Macedonian state budget (EUR 6 million).

Key actors
» The Macedonian Ministry for Transport and Connections
» The Greek company Aktor which is constructing the section
» The European Commission through its IPA funds
» The EIB
» The EBRD

Key opponents
» CSOs Eko-svest, Analytica etc. have been critical of the project due to its heavy environmental impacts and poor use of funds.

Key problems with the projects?
There were two major issues with this project. The first to be raised was its impact on the protected Demir Kapija Gorge. The second was the alleged corruption case involving Aktor, the company responsible for implementation of the project. Both are extensively discussed in Eko-Svest’s report “Scrutiny over the European mechanisms against corruption and environmental protection in Macedonia. Case Corridor X”.  

Eko-Svest first raised issues about the project in 2006, due to its routing through the Demir Kapija gorge, which has been a protected area since 1960 and is home to tens of protected bird, reptile and amphibian species, including the Griffon Vulture (Gyps fulvus), Egyptian vulture (Neophron percnopterus), Golden Eagle (Aquila chrysaetos). The first attempt at an environmental impact assessment process, in 2008, was a sham, with failure to publish the study and advertise the public hearing. However, the following year a relatively satisfactory process was carried out. The environmental impact assessment stipulated that there must be no construction of tunnels in the gorge during the birds’ breeding season (February-August), no construction works at the site of the Bela Voda cave, and that vulture feeding sites would need to be maintained in order to attract the birds to stay in the area.  

In reality, these and other permitting conditions were not adhered to during the construction works. After intervention by Eko-Svest and the project financiers in 2014-2015, some improvements were made, but a lot of damage was already done.

Regarding corruption, the contract for the construction work was signed in August 2012 for EUR 210 million, with the end date in August 2016. The construction was carried out by the company AKTOR S.A. Greece.\(^ {192}\) The first sign of corruption was that in March-August 2013 large amounts of funds were withdrawn from a bank in Negotino by Greek citizens from their accounts paid by the subsidiary of Aktor in Skopje.

The bank notified the Unit for Financial Intelligence about the withdrawn money. In November that year the Unit launched an investigation and in March 2014 the Prosecutor’s Office opened pre-trial proceedings and blocked the property and accounts of two companies owned by Aktor. In the same month opposition politicians highlighted the issue in the media,\(^ {193}\) and in April 2014 Aktor’s accounts were unblocked after a statement by the Prosecutor that the case was not well-substantiated.

In 2015 the OECD reported that a preliminary investigation was ongoing in Greece for foreign bribery and money laundering and that Greece had requested mutual legal assistance from Macedonia in June 2014.\(^ {194}\) Also, in June 2017 Greek and Macedonian media reported that the European Anti-Fraud Office (OLAF) had charged Aktor with bribery.\(^ {195}\)

**Alternative solutions?**

There is no longer any alternative as it is built and ready to operate. All the road variants examined were similar, going across the Vardar river and into the mountains. Widening the existing road was not considered optimal due to the need to leave a “slower” road for local people to use. Upgrading the existing rail track was never considered as a viable alternative.

The findings of corruption in this case should serve as guidance for financiers and state institutions on the measures they need to take in order for such issues not to re-occur with other projects.


Case study – Boskov most hydropower plant

Project name
Boskov most hydropower plant

Location
Mavrovo National Park, Macedonia

Short description
The Boskov Most hydropower project involves the construction of a reservoir and a hydropower plant, around 80 percent of which would fall within the Mavrovo National Park - a future Natura 2000 site and core territory for the survival of the critically endangered Balkan lynx. In November 2011, the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) approved a loan of EUR 65 million for the construction of the power plant and EUR 19 million in equity in Macedonian electricity utility ELEM, but this was cancelled in 2017 and the project’s future is now unclear.

Technical details
The plant would consist of a 33 m high dam on the Mala Reka river, and would have a total capacity of 68 MW. It is mainly planned to be used for peak operation.

The benefits of the project?
The main argument in favour of the project is security of electricity supply. The EBRD also saw it as a way to decrease the carbon intensity of electricity in Macedonia.

The costs of the project?
Total project cost was in 2011 put at EUR 84 million. However this later proved to be a serious underestimate.

Who is financing the project?
At the moment, no-one. In November 2011, the EBRD approved a loan of EUR 65 million for the construction of the power plant on condition that additional bio-monitoring of the Balkan lynx was carried out. However as explained below, a number of other issues around the project appeared and the loan agreement expired. In 2017 the EBRD announced the cancellation of its financing and the project’s future is now unclear.

Key actors

196 Additional material on this case in English can be found at: https://bankwatch.org/publications-search-results?wpv_post_search=Boskov&wpv_filter_submit=Search
Government of Macedonia – very forcefully supporting the project, for example at the Bern Convention meeting in December 2015.

ELEM – Macedonia’s state-owned electricity utility and project promoter

EBRD – approved a loan for the project which expired and was declared cancelled in 2017.

Standing Committee of the Bern Convention – opened a case on the issue of hydropower construction in the Mavrovo National Park, conducted a site visit and issued recommendations to the Macedonian government.

Key opponents: Civil society organisations such as EkoSvest and Front 21/42

Key problems with the project?
The main problem with the project is its location in the Mavrovo National Park and particularly on the critically endangered Balkan lynx.

This issue was not examined properly in the Environmental Impact Assessment, which contained only a very cursory mention of biodiversity impacts.

The EBRD recognised this insufficiency, but tried to address it in a piecemeal way. The bank in fact approved the loan before the EIA was approved on the national level, but instead of using the opportunity to make sure the EIA was improved, the EBRD went ahead and approved the loan for the project on condition that 1 year of additional bio-monitoring would be carried out. This process took place outside of any legal process and therefore meant that the public could not formally participate or have any legal recourse.

The EBRD’s own project complaint mechanism found in 2014 that the bank failed to ensure an adequate biodiversity assessment, and that the bank’s Board of Directors was therefore presented with insufficient information to make an informed decision before project approval.

In 2013 a group of NGOs submitted a complaint to the Bern Convention about planned hydropower plants in the Mavrovo National Park. In early 2014, 119 scientists from around the world sent an open letter to the EBRD requesting it to step away from the Boskov Most project.

To add to the project’s woes, the environmental permit expired on 13 October 2014. As ELEM had

201 Eko-Svest and CEE Bankwatch Network: Macedonia urged to suspend controversial hydropower project, 4 December 2015; available at: https://bankwatch.org/press_release/macedonia.urged-to-suspend-controversial-hydropower-project


203 EBRD Project Complaint Mechanism Compliance Review Report. Complaint: Boskov Most Hydro Power, Request number 2011/05

204 As well as Boskov Most, another large dam called Lukovo Pole and around 20 smaller plants are planned. Some small plants have already been constructed.

not requested an extension before the expiry, the whole process had to start again according to the Macedonian legislation.\textsuperscript{206}

However, it was not only the environment that was the problem. Although the project cost was estimated at EUR 84 million, by December 2014 it became clear that it would most likely cost more than double this.\textsuperscript{207}

In December 2015 the Bern Convention issued its recommendations to the Macedonian government, urging it to “Suspend the implementation of all government projects, in particular the hydropower plants foreseen and related infrastructure, within the territory of the Mavrovo National Park, until a Strategic Environmental Assessment will be completed”. It also invited the international financial institutions to consider the results of this assessment when deciding on the future of hydropower projects within the Park.\textsuperscript{208} This was a much milder conclusion than the outcomes of an on-the-spot appraisal recommended,\textsuperscript{209} due to objections by the Macedonian government, but it still meant further delays to the project.

In May 2016 this was followed by the cancellation of the 2012 environmental permit by a Macedonian administrative court, due to the inadequate and incomplete EIA.\textsuperscript{210}

In January 2017 it was finally announced that the EBRD loan had been cancelled because the conditions for its disbursement had not been fulfilled.\textsuperscript{211}

\textbf{Alternative solutions?}

Invest in renewables and energy efficiency measures. An energy alternatives scenario has been produced by a group of NGOs which shows that Macedonia is able to satisfy its energy needs without building new hydropower plants in protected or future protected areas.\textsuperscript{212}

\textsuperscript{206} Ana Colovic-Lesoska: How much will the Macedonian hydropower plant Boskov Most really cost? CE Bankwatch Network, December 2014; available at: \url{https://bankwatch.org/blog/how-much-will-the-macedonian-hydropower-plant-boskov-most-really-cost}

\textsuperscript{207} Ana Colovic-Lesoska: How much will the Macedonian hydropower plant Boskov Most really cost? CE Bankwatch Network, December 2014; available at: \url{https://bankwatch.org/blog/how-much-will-the-macedonian-hydropower-plant-boskov-most-really-cost}

\textsuperscript{208} Convention On The Conservation Of European Wildlife And Natural Habitats Standing Committee 35th meeting Strasbourg, 1-4 December 2015: Recommendation No.184 (2015) to the Bern convention on the planned hydropower plants on the territory of the Mavrovo National Park (“the Former Yugoslav Republic Of Macedonia”), available at: \url{https://rm.coe.int/16807464b6}


\textsuperscript{211} EBRD website available at: \url{http://www.ebrd.com/boskov-most-cancellation} [accessed 24 October 2017]

\textsuperscript{212} SEESEP: SEE 2050 Carbon Calculator, available at: \url{http://www.see2050carboncalculator.net/2050/Macedonia/Energy.php}
Montenegro

Recent trends and public financial flows for infrastructure

Montenegro’s infrastructural ambitions far outweigh the country’s size and needs. Its 2014 Energy Strategy foresees the construction of no less than 2 large hydropower plants and one 254 MW coal power plant before 2021, as well as the Krnovo wind farm\(^\text{213}\) which has started operating this year - and all this for a country of around 600 000 people which already has two major hydropower plants - as well as an ageing coal plant. It is no less ambitious in the transport sector, planning a 169 km full-profile motorway with an official cost of EUR 1.9 billion.\(^\text{214}\)

During the last few years there has been an increase in state expenditure for capital projects: EUR 134 million was spent in 2014, and in 2015, nearly double or EUR 256 million. There is no official information for 2016 and 2017, but according to the annual budget laws 134.5 million was allocated in 2016 and 295 million in 2017.\(^\text{215}\) The expenditures mainly related to the construction of a power transmission cable between Pljevlja and Lastva, to join to the undersea cable to Italy, construction of part of the Bar-Boljare highway first phase, investments in water supply and wastewater management in the coastal part of Montenegro and improvement of rail infrastructure and railways.

Most infrastructure projects have been implemented through loans provided by international actors, such as the EIB, the EBRD, Council of Europe Development Bank (CEB) and the World Bank. However, the largest loan - for EUR 687 million - was issued by the China Exim Bank for construction of the first phase of the highway.\(^\text{216}\)

These loans have led to a significant increase of the public debt, reaching nearly EUR 2.5 billion, or over 68% of GDP, at the end of 2016. The debt is expected to further increase in the following years, once payments for the highway loan are due.\(^\text{217}\) International institutions such as the EC and IMF have recommended to the Government to immediately start reducing the debt.\(^\text{218}\)


\(^{214}\) Montenegro government: Loan agreement on financing construction of priority part of Montenegro’s first highway signed, 30.10.2014; available at: http://www.odbrana.gov.me/en/News/143139/Loan-agreement-on.html

\(^{215}\) Law on Budget of Montenegro for 2017, Official Gazette of Montenegro no. 83/16; Law on Budget of Montenegro for 2016, Official Gazette of Montenegro no. 79/15 and 73/16.

\(^{216}\) Montenegro government: Loan agreement on financing construction of priority part of Montenegro’s first highway signed, 30.10.2014; available at: http://www.odbrana.gov.me/en/News/143139/Loan-agreement-on.html


\(^{218}\) European Commission, Montenegro 2016 Report, European Commission, Brussels, November 2016, p. 23; International Monetary Fund, IMF Executive Board Concludes 2015 article IV Consultations with Montenegro, March
In 2015, the Government’s Secretariat for Development Projects issued information about 64 key infrastructure projects to be implemented in the period 2016–2025, worth EUR 4.3 billion. The vast majority of these projects will be in transport and energy. However, the Government has not yet secured all the funding needed for their implementation. The Secretariat estimates that 1.8 billion is missing for the period 2016-2025, without taking into account key infrastructure projects, like the remainder of the highway, whose total costs and timeline are not known.

Therefore, it is highly unlikely that Montenegro will be able to implement all of its planned infrastructure projects. Among the projects for which the government has not presented any coherent financing plan to the public as of December 2017 are the remaining two phases of the highway and the second unit of the Pljevlja coal power plant.

**The role of civil society in decision-making on public infrastructure**

Civil society is not included in decision-making processes on priorities or the strategic framework for public infrastructure projects in any meaningful way. The government sometimes organises public debates on its plans, but generally goes ahead with what it had already decided on anyway.

NGOs have consistently criticized several large infrastructure projects because of their negative impact on the environment, lack of transparency and suspicions of corruption. Nevertheless, the Government continues with its plans, even when it is shown that they are not economically feasible and, in the case of the second unit of the Pljevlja power plant, when they have serious difficulty in obtaining financing.

---


220 Ibid.

221 The remaining two phases of the Highway, the Adriatic-Ionian gas pipeline and reconstruction of the railway from Podgorica to the border with Albania.


Following an initiative by civil society, some members of Parliament proposed the establishment of a new committee for oversight of the implementation of the highway and other large infrastructure projects, but the ruling majority rejected the idea.\textsuperscript{225}

### Case study – Bar-Boljare motorway

#### Project names
Bar-Boljare motorway

#### Locations
Montenegro

#### Short description
This is the first motorway being built in Montenegro. It is planned to connect Montenegro from its northern border with Serbia to the southern town of Bar on the Adriatic Sea. The first phase of the highway is the most financially ambitious infrastructure project in the history of Montenegro, currently worth over EUR 1 billion. The most difficult section, Smokovac-Mateševo, is being built first.

#### Technical details
The length of the first phase of the two-way four-lane highway is 40.871 km, and it is to be built according to Montenegrin national road standards and European specifications. Construction is expected to take about 4 years. The highway stretches across the mountains so in technical terms it is very challenging - bridges and tunnels make up to about 60% of the entire route.\textsuperscript{226}

#### The benefits of the projects?
The Bar–Boljare Highway will reduce travel times and connect Montenegro to the international road network. The Government also claims it will improve safety\textsuperscript{227} and lead to regional development of the northern part of Montenegro.\textsuperscript{228}


\textsuperscript{228} Government of Montenegro: Saopštenje: Najviše sredstava za regionalni razvoj u okviru izgradnje auto-puta Bar-Boljare, 15.04.2017; available at: \texttt{http://www.gov.me/naslovna/vijesti-iz-ministarstava/171301/Saopstenje-Na-
The costs of the project?

Around EUR 1 billion - for the first phase only. Although the official cost was cited as EUR 809.6 million, the real cost is higher because the loan from China Exim was with a fixed USD-EUR exchange rate whereas the real rate has changed in the meantime.

Who is financing the project?

» The Montenegrin Government
» The China Exim Bank provided a loan for USD 944 million.

Key actors

» The Chinese Exim Bank, China Road and Bridge Corporation (CRBC), the Government of Montenegro, local subcontractors, as those pushing the project and making it happen.
» The IMF, World Bank, EIB and European Commission have expressed concerns about the costs of the project and its impact on Montenegro’s debt.

Key opponents

Key opposing parties: NGOs such as MANS.

Key problems with the projects?

The main problems are the cost of the project, its impact on Montenegro’s debt, its lack of economic feasibility, undue benefits for contractors, and the concentration of so many financial resources in one project, leaving limited funds for others which may bring more benefits. It has also been carried out in a less than transparent manner.

It is unclear why this particular project was chosen as an overriding priority for Montenegro. It is also unclear why the International Financial Corporation (IFC) was initially willing to help the government with structuring the project as a public-private partnership (PPP), considering that the international financial institutions later shunned the project and expressed concerns about its cost. The logic was presumably that the government would not directly bear the debt if it was a (PPP), but it should have been obvious that user fees would not fully cover the cost of such an expensive motorway and that the government and therefore the public would end up paying for it one way or another.
In 2012, a study by British consulting company URS, commissioned by the European Investment Bank, showed that the project is economically unviable, and does not meet appropriate parameters for the internal rate of return, net worth or the relation between costs and benefits. It stated that only three investment schemes could be considered as showing at least a minimally satisfactory return; (i) improvement of the existing road Poda to the Serbian border, (ii) a mixed new construction/improvement of Virpazar to Farmaci and (iii) new construction, to mixed single/dual carriageway standard of Smokovac-Mateševo. In spite of this important finding, the government persisted with a full-scale motorway.

The implementing company was chosen more or less in secret. Initially, the Government published a tender and in 2009 signed a contract with Croatian company Konstruktor, but the company failed to submit financial guarantees for the project. The Government turned to Greek-Israeli company Aktor-HCH, which had been the second-ranked company in the tender, but that attempt also failed - perhaps just as well given the allegations against Aktor in the Demir kapija-Smokvica case.

In 2012 the Government started negotiations behind closed doors with Chinese companies CRBC (China Road and Bridge Corporation) and its parent company CCCC (China Communications Construction Company), as well as the Turkish Dogus-Guslan consortium and the American-Turkish Bechtel-Enka consortium. In February 2014 the Government signed a contract with CRBC and later in the year a financing contract with the Chinese Exim Bank.

Although most of the work is done by CRBC, it was agreed that 30% of the work by value would be done by domestic companies. Several domestic companies are involved in the project, including some such as Bemax which are frequently cited as being close to the ruling party.

---


Significant benefits are being provided to the Chinese investor and local subcontractors, which may be in conflict with EU state aid rules. At the end of 2014, the Parliament of Montenegro adopted the Law on the Bar-Boljare Highway, excluding contractors from VAT, income and personal income taxes, contributions for compulsory social insurance for foreigners involved in the project and customs duties on building materials, equipment and facilities in relation to construction of the highway.  

The main contractor’s parent company, the China Communications Construction Company, was until recently blacklisted for corruption by the World Bank. Therefore, it is particularly worrying - if not surprising - that the Government declares most information on this project secret. Similarly worrying is that the majority in Montenegro’s Parliamentary Committee on Economy, Finance and the Budget decided not to establish an independent oversight body for the project.

The loan from China Exim Bank for USD 944 million made up 20% of Montenegro’s GDP for that year, and covered only one 41 km phase of the road. Due to exchange rate movements, the loan increased by around 200 million EUR by March 2017. The loan covers 85 percent of the project and the Government is to provide the remaining EUR 120 million over the four-year construction period. Therefore, one kilometre of highway will cost around EUR 27 million.

According to the World Bank, rising imports related to highway construction will substantially raise external imbalances over the four-year construction period, which will erode Montenegro’s ability to deal with fiscal and external shocks. Under these circumstances, the selection of the highway project as a stimulus to growth appears to be a step backwards. Increase of public debt also caused other consequences, such as increase of the VAT and introduction of new taxes on fuel.

---

240 Law on Bar-Boljare Highway, Official Gazette of Montenegro no. 52/14, art. 14, 16, 17, 18, 19 and 21.
Alternative solutions?

No alternatives to this project were proposed. It is not clear why a dual carriageway was not examined instead of a full-profile motorway. Also, the rail trip Belgrade-Bar currently takes 12 hours and the trains and tracks obviously need upgrading, however it is unlikely that much effort or resources will be put into this with so much money being spent on the highway.
Recent trends and public financial flows for infrastructure

Current infrastructure programmes in Serbia heavily rely on long-established forms of development with hardly any attempts to fundamentally change the main concepts. Therefore, it is hardly a surprise that infrastructural developments are mainly centralized in design and operation, that they focus on the utilization of fossil fuels, and that they involve as large as possible investments in as few as possible installations (especially in energy and transport).

The main enablers of infrastructure projects in Serbia are, beside the national government of Serbia, IFIs such as the EBRD and EIB, as well as companies, governments and public banks from other countries (China, Russia, Azerbaijan, Japan, Austria, Germany etc).

Energy policy is heavily influenced by state-owned utility EPS, whose generation portfolio consists mainly of coal and hydropower. Several new projects in these sectors are planned, but ambitions have gradually been scaled down, presumably due to low electricity prices. The only new coal power plant being actively pursued at the moment is Kostolac B3, and Serbia’s draft implementation plan for its national energy strategy does not indicate any major new greenfield hydropower projects by 2025 but instead outlines plans for rehabilitation and expansion of current plants.248 Although Serbia has been slow to take advantage of its potential for new renewable energy sources such as wind and solar, the draft implementation plan suggests that several wind projects will soon be constructed.249

Regarding transport, roads have been prioritised over rail. Since 2000, the EIB has provided about EUR 1.65 billion for transport projects. Of this, the vast majority has funded roads: EUR 909 million for the construction of new motorways, EUR 542 million for road rehabilitation and upgrade, and EUR 165 million for rail upgrades.250 The EBRD’s portfolio looks somewhat more balanced but still with heavier support for roads: of the EUR 922 million lent for transport during this period, EUR 302 million was for motorway construction, EUR 176 million for road rehabilitation and EUR 414 for

rail, with the remaining EUR 30 million for air.\textsuperscript{251} Rail transport is due to receive a boost through the USD 2.9 billion planned upgrade of the Belgrade-Budapest railway line, which is to be financed by the China Exim Bank. A loan for the Belgrade-Stara Pazova section has been signed,\textsuperscript{252} however the Hungarian section of the project is currently subject to an assessment by the European Commission due to the lack of public tender.\textsuperscript{253}

In other sectors, the European Commission reports that close to EUR 700 million has been invested in environmental management since 2000, including for water and waste management, cleaner air, safer chemicals and better overall regulation and monitoring of the sector.\textsuperscript{254} However major challenges remain in these sectors. In 2017 a contract was signed for a 25-year public-private partnership for the closure and rehabilitation of the Vinča landfill in Belgrade and the construction of a 340,000 tonnes-per-year “waste-to-energy” incinerator. The investments are said to be worth EUR 300 million.\textsuperscript{255} Irrespective of one’s position on whether incineration can play a useful role in waste management, making such investments before a satisfactory recycling system is in place is very likely to crowd out financing for waste prevention and recycling. Considering that once built, incinicators need to be full in order to operate, it is also likely to lead to Belgrade being locked into incineration for decades. Thus, it should be considered a move in the wrong direction.

The role of civil society in decision-making on public infrastructure

Serbia has had a legal framework for public participation in decision-making processes in the field of environment for at least 10 years. Civil society groups have made a great effort to influence all levels of government in order to advance and implement this framework, while enhancing their capacity to participate in decision-making. On the other hand, the institutions tend to see public participation as something that they can optionally apply. There has been some improvement in applying the legal framework since the beginning of the accession process (January 2014) and the European Commission has repeatedly requested the inclusion of the civil society. Nevertheless, the level of understanding of decision-makers of the importance and value of public contribution to decision-making processes is still very low.

\textsuperscript{253} European External Action Service: Reply by the EU Delegation to China on recent media reports related to the Belgrade-Budapest railway project, Beijing, China, 28.02.2017, available at: https://eeas.europa.eu/delegations/china/21594/reply-eu-delegation-china-recent-media-reports-related-belgrade-budapest-railway-project_en
In the context of planned public infrastructure, civil society organizations are most active in the field of energy and the environment. In the case of transport projects, participation is more sporadic when particular issues arise. In these sectors, the institutions only declaratively and formally fulfil their obligations to the public, simulating the processes of consultation, public hearings and taking comments into account.

Public hearings do not necessarily include any members of the public, either because they are advertised in obscure media that are not widely read, or because ordinary members of the public are rarely aware of the significance of these events and the need for them to attend, unless they are informed of their rights by NGOs.

Proposals and comments submitted by CSOs on documents of importance (such as SEAs, EIAs, a and proposed laws) are almost always rejected without convincing (or any) argumentation, and reports on public debates lack any explanation of how the remarks and suggestions were considered and whether and to what extent these suggestions and proposals were accepted.\textsuperscript{256}

Public participation related to infrastructure projects currently takes place mainly in EIA processes, however there is rarely much political will to stop harmful projects at this stage, so only minor comments tend to be taken into account. In addition there are still basic problems of low-key announcement of public consultations as well as lack of information sharing and consideration of received inputs.

In theory, SEAs should provide an earlier chance to provide input on strategic documents, but they are often not carried out in Serbia, and even where they are, they tend to be written in a way designed to merely justify courses of action already chosen in high level documents. For example, the current Energy Sector Development Strategy\textsuperscript{257} was not subject to an SEA process. The related Implementation Plan was,\textsuperscript{258} but since key parameters such as demand growth and amount of new generation capacity to be built were laid out in the Strategy itself, the SEA was not carried out at a moment when all options were still open, as required by the Aarhus Convention.

An encouraging step towards the involvement of the public in decision-making is that the Ministry of Finance in 2017 opened a public consultation on priority structural reforms for its Programme


for Economic Reforms 2017-2019, through which it sought to collect suggestions and opinions of citizens and CSOs. It remains to be seen what impacts these inputs will have on the final Programme.

### Case study - second Beška Bridge over the River Danube on Corridor X

#### Project names
Beška Bridge over the River Danube on motorway Corridor X

#### Locations
Between Novi Sad and Belgrade, over the Danube

#### Short description
Corridor X is considered by European authorities as one of the main axes connecting the north and south of Europe. The project involved rehabilitation and upgrading to motorway standard of a 65 km section of the road from Belgrade to Novi Sad and construction of a second bridge across the Danube at Beška, together with support for the transformation of the Serbian Roads Directorate to a Public Enterprise.

The investment was supported by a review of institutional options for development of the motorway network, a programme for institutional strengthening of the Roads Directorate and further enhancement of road financing arrangements.

#### Technical details
An existing bridge at the site was built from 1971-1975 and was made of pre-stressed concrete. The new bridge, for northbound traffic, opened in October 2011 and is said to be identical to the first one. Their overall length is 2.2 km and width 14.4 m. They have three carriageways with a total width of 11 m, and two pavements each 1.70 m wide.

The structure of the bridges was determined by the height difference between the right bank and the 51.5 m lower left bank of the Danube. In order to overcome this difference, the bridges were designed with an incline of 2.3% in one direction, the greatest on the whole highway.

#### The benefits of the projects?
According to the EBRD, the project contributes to the transition process by:
» Supporting the transformation of the Roads Directorate into a Public Enterprise

---


Introducing performance-based maintenance contracts
Ensuring measures to enhance road sector finance
Reviewing the institutional options for developing the motorway network.

The costs of the project?
The total cost of the Belgrade to Novi Sad motorway including construction of Beška Bridge was initially EUR 212 million. The cost of the bridge was contracted at EUR 34 million.

Who is financing the project?
The EBRD provided a loan of EUR 72.5 million and the EIB EUR 120 million to the Roads Directorate of the Republic of Serbia, a legal entity responsible for the construction, maintenance and management of roads in Serbia.

Key actors
- Serbian Roads Directorate as the project promoter
- The EBRD, EIB as financiers
- Austria’s Alpine Mayreder as the selected contractor
- Serbia’s Mostogradnja as the leader of a consortium that was not ultimately chosen for the construction of the new bridge.

Key problems with the projects?
The idea of building a second bridge at Beška was not particularly controversial but there were differing ideas how to do it. The Roads Directorate was pushing for a bridge the same as the existing one while local people wanted a smaller, cheaper one with better connectivity to the nearby roads.

The larger variant prevailed and its implementation caused disagreements right from the start. A tender procedure for the construction of the new bridge and rehabilitation of the existing one was launched in 2004 and a Serbian consortium led by Mostogradnja provided the cheapest offer with the quickest construction time. However it was reported that the EBRD would not accept Mostogradnja as lead contractor as it had reservations about the quality of the proposed work and about possibly falsified documentation submitted by the company.

266 Available at: EIB website: http://www.eib.org/projects/loan/loan/20030178 [accessed 21 October 2017]
Ultimately a consortium of Alpine Mayreder and Germany’s DSD was selected and signed a contract for 34 million. However a series of issues appeared during construction that increased costs, including inexperienced project managers and landslides. It was also later stated by the then infrastructure Minister that the contract had been signed on the basis of a preliminary project design, which had not foreseen all details and costs.

Alpine started requesting more and more money and put the final price tag of the project at over EUR 100 million. The bridge was put into operation in 2011, but by 2013 the final price was still not agreed between the company and the Serbian Roads Directorate.

Also in 2013, Alpine went bankrupt, in part due to its rapid expansion across the Balkans. In the end it was Mostogradnja which finished the rehabilitation of the older bridge, which was opened at the end of that year.

In 2014 it was reported that Serbian roads was launching lawsuits against Alpine and DSD to try to obtain EUR 27.5 million in compensation for missed deadlines and poor-quality construction.

Alpine also initiated an arbitration case in Paris, claiming that the Roads Directorate owed it EUR 56.8 million for works plus EUR 3.6 million which was held back as a penalty for the late completion of the works.

The first instance Committee for dispute resolution ruled that the Roads Directorate had to pay Alpine EUR 37.9 million plus the sum held back as a penalty. The Directorate rejected the ruling and started a counter-complaint not only for the new bridge but also the rehabilitation of the older one and the construction of several toll payment points. For all three contracts together, the Directorate claimed Alpine should pay EUR 22 million.

However, since Alpine is now bankrupt, according to the Directorate, it would have only been able to obtain 6-8% of the amount sought and therefore decided on a settlement and to end the arbitration.

---

cases. This means the Roads Directorate has to pay Alpine EUR 10.5 million by the end of March 2018.\footnote{Večernji Novosti: “Putevi” moraju da plate “Alpini” 10,5 miliona evra, 13 May 2017, available at: http://www.novosti.rs/vesti/naslovna/ekonomija/aktuelno.239.html:664933-Putevi-moraju-da-plate-Alpini-105-miliona-evra}

**Alternative solutions?**
The smaller bridge variant may have cost less and brought more local benefits. At the very least it should have been examined in relation to the version that was in the end realized, to see if it would have higher benefits as well as lower costs.

### Case study – Kostolac B3 lignite power plant\footnote{An earlier version of this case study can be found at: CEE Bankwatch Network: Balkan energy projects with Chinese involvement – state of play June 2017, available at: https://bankwatch.org/publication/balkan-energy-projects-with-chinese-involvement-state-of-play-june-2017}

**Project name**
Kostolac thermal power plant unit B3

**Location**
Kostolac, near Požarevac, Serbia, at the site of the existing Kostolac B power plant

**Short description**
Although Serbia has scaled down its ambitions to construct new coal plants, it is persisting with plans to build a new 350 MW unit at Kostolac, in spite of numerous legal and economic issues with the project. The project also requires the expansion of the nearby Drmno mine to produce 12 million tonnes of lignite per year compared to the current 9 million tonnes.

**Technical details**

**The benefits of the project?**
The costs of the project?
USD 715 million\textsuperscript{283} (around EUR 582 million in January 2018).

Who is financing the project?
China Exim Bank, with a USD 608 million loan

Key actors
- Investor: Elektroprivreda Srbije (EPS)
- Contractor: CMEC from China
- Financier: China Exim Bank
- Interested parties: Republic of Romania
- Key opposing parties: Environmental NGOs

Key problems with the project?
Considering the urgency of tackling climate change, any new coal power plant is problematic. However, this one has also been accompanied by numerous legal and economic issues.

In November 2013 a deal was signed with China’s National Machinery and Equipment Import and Export Corp (CMEC) to construct the new Kostolac B3 lignite plant in north-east Serbia\textsuperscript{284}. No tender procedure took place, but the Chinese and Serbian governments signed an intergovernmental agreement in 2009 and in 2013 added an annex freeing joint projects from tender obligations\textsuperscript{285} — a move which would not be allowed under EU law.

A contract for a USD 608 million loan was signed with China Exim Bank in December 2014. It was ratified by the Serbian parliament in early 2015 in an extraordinary session announced to the public less than 24 hours in advance. The contract contains several problematic provisions, e.g. any arbitration will take place in Beijing\textsuperscript{286}.

The Serbian government took the loan on behalf of state company EPS, raising issues of compliance...


\textsuperscript{285} On 20 August 2009 the Serbian government signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the Chinese government on economic and technical co-operation in the field of infrastructure. Annex 2 to the 2009 agreement was signed on 26 August 2013. This annex includes a clause in Article 5 that (our translation): Agreements, contracts, programmes and projects carried out in accordance with Article 4 of the Agreement on the territory of the Republic of Serbia do not carry an obligation to publish a public tender for carrying out investment works and delivery of goods and services, except if it is otherwise specified in the commercial contract from paragraph 4 of this Article.”

\textsuperscript{286} Zvezdan Kalmar, Kostolac B3 lignite plant loan agreement bypasses public debate and contains unacceptable conditions, CEE Bankwatch Network 16 January 2015; available at: https://bankwatch.org/blog/campaign-update-kostolac-b3-lignite-plant-loan-agreement-bypasses-public-debate-and-contains-unacceptable-conditions
with its state aid obligations under the Energy Community Treaty.\textsuperscript{287}

Several other problems also plague the project. The environmental impact assessment process had to be repeated after the original approval expired and the Espoo Convention Implementation Committee criticised Serbia for failure to assess the transboundary environmental effects of the plant and mine.\textsuperscript{288} The new EIA report was published for consultation in February 2017, and was approved in October 2017.

The mine expansion was in 2013 exempted from undertaking an EIA process\textsuperscript{289} - a decision which appears to conflict with Serbia’s national legislation as well as with the EIA Directive under the Energy Community Treaty.

Another problem is the aforementioned fact that the European Union has recently updated its industrial emissions legislation, which Kostolac B3 will be obliged to abide by upon entering the EU. However, the emissions limits values in the unit’s environmental impact assessment are not in line with the new standards (called the LCP BREF).\textsuperscript{290} As an EU accession country, Serbia needs to make sure that any new plant is in line with these standards or it risks being landed with expensive retrofit costs later on.

Even the plant’s contribution to Serbia’s energy security is doubtful, as the Drmno mine suffered serious flooding in 2014. Serbia had to mount a huge effort to save the mine during the May floods, and between July and September more than 2 million cubic metres of water spilled into the mine, bringing with it around 800 000 cubic metres of sludge and mud, and engulfing mining machinery in mud.\textsuperscript{291}

\textbf{Alternative solutions?}

Invest in renewables and energy efficiency measures. An energy alternatives scenario has been produced by a group of NGOs which shows that Serbia is able to satisfy its energy needs without building new coal plants.\textsuperscript{292}


\textsuperscript{288} Ioana Ciuta: Cross-border coal pollution for the first time under scrutiny by UN body, CEE Bankwatch Network, 22 September 2014; available at: https://bankwatch.org/blog/cross-border-coal-pollution-for-the-first-time-under-scrutiny-by-un-body


\textsuperscript{292} SEESEP: SEE 2050 Carbon Calculator available at: http://www.see2050carboncalculator.net/2050/Serbia/Energy.php
Recent trends and public financial flows for infrastructure

Slovenia is currently planning several projects that are classified as EU Projects of Common Interest, including the reinforcement of the electricity interconnection of Slovenia-Croatia-Hungary, the interconnection between Slovenia and Italy, and the development of gas interconnections between Hungary and Slovenia and Croatia-Slovenia-Austria.\textsuperscript{293}

Apart from those, the most visible currently planned public infrastructure projects are the second tube of the Karavanke tunnel, the second track on the Divača-Koper railway section, the Third Development Axis (expressway/highway Koroška-Dolenjska), Koper Harbour expansion, expansion of access roads in Ljubljana, second unit at the Krško Nuclear Power Plant and new hydropower plants on the Sava River.

The majority of the projects listed are to be financed from EU funds in combination with Slovenian funds, but there are also several projects that are being considered as public-private partnerships (PPPs) (e.g. Divača-Koper second track).

The role of civil society in decision-making on public infrastructure

Civil society is active in the field of planning of public infrastructure, one of the most visible initiatives being the so-called Plan B. Plan B is a network of Slovenian environmental NGOs and experts, forming a broad civil society platform for sustainable development in Slovenia, along with other interested stakeholders.\textsuperscript{294} The first alternative proposal by Plan B was made in 2007,\textsuperscript{295} as an answer to the governmental Plan A, the Resolution on National Development Projects for the period 2007-2030,\textsuperscript{296} which the government passed in 2006.

Responding to the non-inclusive and non-transparent process carried out by the government, which

\textsuperscript{293} European Commission: Commission unveils key energy infrastructure projects to integrate Europe’s energy markets and diversify sources, 18 November 2015, available at: \url{https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/news/commission-unveils-list-195-key-energy-infrastructure-projects}

\textsuperscript{294} More information about Plan B available at: \url{http://www.planbzaslovenijo.si/english}


identified the construction of business zones, an artificial island, additional highways and new units of coal and nuclear power plants as some of the prioritised infrastructure projects, Plan B proposed projects that would have wider societal benefits. These included development of renewables, better public transport, sustainable freight transport, waste water treatment in small settlements and in urban areas.

In 2010 Plan B launched a set of new proposals. In 2015 the initiative organised a discussion on large infrastructure projects, resulting in proposals and recommendations to the government. Some of the proposals found their way into the official plans, but not in the field of public infrastructure (e.g. a proposal on the wood processing chain was adopted as a national priority).

In this field, Slovenia’s plans are mainly developed by interest groups and industry lobbies that influence the government (e.g. the second Divača-Koper railway line was the most frequent topic of lobby meetings in 2016). The most notorious case so far was that of the 6th unit at the Šoštanj lignite power plant (TEŠ6), in which civil society was not listened to at all. The warnings issued by civil society groups about generating huge losses and not being economically viable are already now proving to be true.

---

**Case study - 3rd Development Axis**

**Project name**

3rd Development Axis road

**Location**

3 most problematic areas along the planned route: Koroška region, Velenje-Celje region, Novo mesto

**Short description**

The 3rd Development Axis has been defined by the Slovene government as one of the country’s development priorities. It is one of the secondary transport axes linked to the Mediterranean and Baltic–Adriatic corridors and runs from the Koroška region through Slovenj Gradec and Velenje, links to the A1 motorway near Celje, and then proceeds to Novo mesto and towards Karlovac, between Zagreb and Rijeka in Croatia. The Slovene Ministry of Transport initiated a procedure on “The Placement of the Third Development Axis” at the end of 2004. This involved integrating the project

---


into different levels of spatial plans and has taken more than 10 years so far. It has also met with resistance from certain sectors of the public and spatial planners.

**Technical details**
The 3rd Development Axis is divided into three sections:

» The northern part (4-lane) from the Austrian border to highway A1 Koper-Šentilj (approx. 62 km)
» The middle section (2-lane) between the A1 and A2 highways (approx. 61 km)
» The southern section (4 and 2-lane) between Novo Mesto and Vinica on the Croatian border (approx. 79 km).

A variant analysis was carried out for each section. However, some of the selected variants are not suitable (too close to settlements, too expensive, running through fertile agricultural areas etc.) and have created conflicts in some areas.

**The benefits of the project?**
It is claimed to result in shorter travel times, increased safety and the Koroška region being better connected with the rest of Slovenia.

**The costs of the project**

» Northern section: EUR 810 million
» Southern section: EUR 1.208 billion
» Planning/constructing of the middle section and some parts of the southern section is not a priority and is postponed until after 2022.

**Who is financing the project?**
The majority is supposed to be covered by DARS (the state motorway company, collecting tolls), DRSI (the Slovenian infrastructure agency) and a small amount by the Ministry of Infrastructure. EU funding is planned to contribute a smaller share. However in early 2017 it was reported that concrete sources of financing have not been confirmed.

**Key actors**

» DARS
» Ministry of Infrastructure and the Slovene infrastructure agency DRSI
» International and/or financial institutions: EU as planned part-financier
» Key opposing parties:

---

304 Anja Hreščak: Za tretjo os obstajajo zgolj načrti, denarja pa ni, 10 March 2017, available at: [https://www.dnevnik.si/1042765254](https://www.dnevnik.si/1042765254)
North section: Braslovče civil initiative – CIB (a group of locals, farmers, mayors, experts): against the selected route (F2-2) because it is not in line with the Slovene transport strategy, it is more expensive (has tunnels) than its alternative through Arja Vas, and would cross fertile arable land.305

South section: The Tretjo os na zahod initiative (a group of locals, mayors): opposes the route that passes east of the city of Novo Mesto, and suggests the route should pass to the west.306

Coalition for sustainable transport policy (experts, NGOs, individuals): against building new roads where investments in rail and public transport would be more sustainable.307

Other individuals and initiatives are also opposing the project, including in the middle section. There is also one initiative in the Koroško region which supports the project - the Youth Initiative for the Third Axis.308

Key problems with the project?
The Slovene transport strategy is two sided: it promotes sustainable mobility on paper but the measures prioritised in reality show that the focus is still on building road infrastructure, supporting an old and unsustainable transport paradigm. Building infrastructure for motor vehicles is still the measure with the largest investment, neglecting public transport, railways and other sustainable transport means.

Building the 3rd Development Axis would connect some remote towns with the capital and other highways but would cause numerous environmental problems: New roads induce more traffic, more transit and cargo on roads,309 which causes low air quality, higher GHG emissions, arable land degradation and unsustainably spent public money: indebtedness and a burden on taxpayers’ shoulders.

The project will affect local people who live in municipalities crossed by the expressway (farmers whose land is on the route, citizens harmed by extra noise, pollution etc.), taxpayers who will pay for the road building, and also people affected by climate change.

The groups opposing the project also doubt that it will lead to economic development of the communities along the route or that the right routes have been chosen to bring maximum benefits. For example, better connections between Velenje and Celje would benefit people who commute daily, but the chosen route will connect Velenje only with the motorway towards Ljubljana - in a different direction - crossing villages in the Savinjska dolina (Savinja Valley) who are opposed to the project.

305 Available at CIB website: http://cibraslovce.blogspot.si/ [accessed 3rd December 2017]
306 Website previously at http://tretjaos.com/cesta/, as of 3rd December 2017 not available
308 More information about the Youth Initiative for the Third Axis available at: http://www.hitronakorosko.si/
Alternative solutions?
Renewal of existing roads may be a better solution in some sections. The renewal of the existing railway and potentially building a new one would be a more sustainable measure. CIB proposes another road route that would be less harmful for agricultural land and is proven to be cheaper. The initiative from Novo Mesto proposes another route with less impact on people living near the road.

Case study - 2nd unit of the Krško Nuclear Power Plant

Project name
2nd unit of Krško Nuclear Power Plant (NPP)

Location
Vrbina, Municipality of Krško

Short description
Construction of Krško II was first listed in the Government’s Resolution on National Development Projects for 2007-2023 in 2006.311

Technical details
» PWR (pressurised water reactor) technology. This was chosen mainly because the technology is already present and accepted in Slovenia and there is know-how and experience available.
» Installed capacity of 1000 MW
» Annual production between 7.5 and 8.5 TWh
» Use of combined dry and wet cooling towers
» Construction between the eastern fence of the existing unit of Krško NPP and the River Sava to the south
» To be connected to the existing 400kV switchyard at Krško NPP.

The benefits of the project?
The key arguments used by the project developer to justify the construction are greenhouse gas emissions reductions, reducing import dependency and achieving a competitive electricity price, which increases the competitiveness of the Slovene economy. The developer claims that in spite of energy efficiency, renewables and thermal power plants, it will not be possible to satisfy the growing demand for electricity without a new nuclear unit.312 This analysis is clearly refuted by the analysis for the National Energy Plan,313 which shows that even without a new unit Slovenia can

export electricity, however the exploratory work on an additional nuclear block continues. Another claimed benefit is that the project will not proportionally increase the costs due to synergistic effects with the existing unit of Krško NPP (experience, security, maintenance, radioactive waste etc.).

**The costs of the project?**
According to the pre-investment analysis, the investment cost is estimated at EUR 1.6 – 2.9 billion, depending on the size of the reactor. However, in later estimations, the investor shows a price range of EUR 3 – 5 billion, which seems more realistic. Unit 6 of Šoštanj thermal power plant showed that project costs can increase substantially. Greenpeace Slovenia has estimated the costs of a new unit at Krško to be up to EUR 6 or EUR 7 billion. EUR 10-11 million have already been spent on analysis and assessments of all the technologies.314

**Who is financing the project?**
It would be state funded and owned. So far, no concrete financial plan has been put forward. The investor plans to finance the construction with its own funds, funds from sales of energy bonds and equity capital. It plans to invite partners and co-investors and hence establish an investment company, which will manage the plant during operation. The main risks for the profitability of investment are changes in the investment value, sales price of electricity and reduction of production. A public call to select the supplier is planned. The supplier would be requested not only to supply the technological equipment, but to implement the planning, permitting and construction phase.

**Key actors**
The existing Krško power plant is divided into two equal business shares owned by GEN energija d.o.o. (100 % owned by the state of Slovenia) and Hrvatska Elektroprivreda d.d.315 Whether this will be the case with the second unit remains unclear. In December 2013, representatives of US company Westinghouse (which built the existing Krško unit) held a presentation about the proposed type of nuclear power plant that could be implemented in Krško. From diplomatic documents leaked by Wikileaks it was evident that the Slovenian president, Borut Pahor, in a meeting with Barack Obama, expressed willingness to allow Westinghouse to upgrade the existing block and build the second one. He said this despite a strong competing offer from a French company,316 potentially indicating that the tender might not be carried out on equal terms.


As no specific financial plan is known, involvement of financial institutions could not be identified.

---
315 Available at NEK website: [http://nek.si/si/o_nek/upravljanje/](http://nek.si/si/o_nek/upravljanje/) [accessed 24 October 2017]
Key opposing parties: With the exception of Združena levica, all the political parties support the project. Združena levica is advocating for energy self-sufficiency based on renewable energy and its efficient use. All the prominent Slovenian environmental organizations (Greenpeace Slovenija, Focus Association for sustainable development, Umanotera) are opposing the project. The Austrian government and civil society are also against the project as well as some parts of Croatian society, for example green NGOs and the City of Zagreb.

**Key problems with the project?**

Slovenia still has not adopted a national energy strategy, even though it has been under discussion since 2010, and the only document on the state level, which plans the construction of the second unit of Krško NPP is the Resolution on National Development Projects for the period 2007-2023, a wish-list adopted by the government in 2006. The constitutional court decided that the resolution is not a legal document and it is thus not legally binding. The Resolution wasn’t adopted according to the Aarhus Convention and was never published in Slovenia’s Official Journal.

The full environmental impact assessment has not been done yet but a preliminary assessment was done by compiling all available data and evaluations from previous environmental studies, analyses and environmental impact assessments. It claims that the planned construction is environmentally positive, as it would have marginal impacts on the environment, which are acceptable in terms of all legislative standards. It is more of a promotional document for the construction of a new NPP than a real analysis.

The Krško II would drive Slovenia into nuclear lock-in for the next 40 years. It is also in danger of becoming a stranded asset because its electricity generation costs are likely to be higher than those from alternative sources including renewable energy. If we take into account further expected decrease of the prices of energy from renewable energy, found by a recent IRENA study, any investment into nuclear energy is highly problematic in economic terms. Either it will contribute to electricity in Slovenia becoming more expensive or it may go bankrupt and then taxpayers will in any case most likely end up footing the bill.

**Alternative solutions?**

A decentralized electricity system together with energy efficiency measures and renewable energy installations owned by individuals and communities.

---


VI. Regional issues highlighted by the case studies and difficulties identifying best practice cases

The case studies of problematic projects appear to highlight a number of regional trends, for both the EU and non-EU countries. In no particular order of importance, these are:

1. In all the seven countries, there is a lack of public information and debate when projects are selected on a strategic level. Priorities are usually pre-decided by the authorities and almost never changed as a result of consultations.

2. “Strategic” projects are usually anything but strategic. The reasons for choosing the projects vary, but what they have in common is that the authorities rarely provide compelling evidence in favour of prioritising these projects above others. In several cases the projects have been around for so long that it is quite unclear why they were chosen and why other competing variants or priorities were side-lined.

3. It appears that in many cases, the main beneficiaries of projects are domestic and international construction companies rather than the wider public. In some cases this may be a side-effect of the project but in too many cases it appears to be the main reason why the project was prioritised.

4. Public consultations, where they take place at all, are done at a very late stage when the main decisions to go ahead with the project have already been made. This is in contradiction with Article 6 of the Aarhus Convention which states that “Each Party shall provide for early public participation, when all options are open and effective public participation can take place.” It also means that substantial comments from the public are rarely taken into account.

5. Investments still predominantly support more environmentally harmful options like coal power plants, motorway construction, and waste incineration. Although financing is available for more favourable options such as rail, wind and solar power, and recycling, governments are not taking advantage of this.

6. There is very little systematic information available about how much is being invested by governments in schools, hospitals, smaller scale energy projects, urban public transport and cycling/pedestrian schemes, and energy efficiency.

7. The EU’s role is mixed. Promoting EU environmental standards in the region, e.g. through the Energy Community, has been valuable, but sometimes the EU has de facto supported environmentally unacceptable projects by e.g. endorsing regional strategies containing projects or corridors that have not been screened for compliance with EU environmental legislation.

Being an “EU priority” provides an excuse for governments to push ahead with controversial projects even in cases where the EU and IFIs later decide not to provide financing.

8. Procurement procedures are still regularly raising questions. Some of the companies involved have problematic track records regarding corruption and/or cost overruns, yet are allowed to go on winning contracts.

9. One of the most astonishing findings is that we were not able to identify any examples of infrastructure projects which seemed to have been developed in a genuinely participatory way. We did identify some projects which are useful and environmentally acceptable, but little information is available about their economic feasibility or the details of the procurement procedures, which makes it risky to endorse them wholeheartedly. Some of the projects named as problematic cases could in fact have been reasonably useful, had they not suffered from a democratic deficit when selecting project variants or if they had not demonstrated either corruption or incompetence or both. This reflects a worrying lack of accountability around infrastructure projects.
VII. Recommendations

For local and national governments

The selection of infrastructure projects must be based on real needs and must be demonstrated to be the most economically, socially and environmentally sustainable way to fulfil those needs. There also needs to be an optimal balance between costs and anticipated benefits to society, environment and the economy of the entire cycle of construction and decommissioning.

In practice this means:

» Sectoral and cross-cutting strategic documents need to be up-to-date and based on very recent data. They need to mainstream climate change, environmental and social issues, including the EU goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 80-95% by 2050.

» Updates or the development of strategies and plans need to be approached with an openness to truly change the country/region/city’s priorities, not just to reconfirm pre-decided options.

» In other words, investment projects must fulfil the needs identified in strategic documents, rather than the needs being articulated to justify certain projects.

» In order to make this possible, honest and level-headed evaluation is needed of the implementation of previous strategies and projects to identify strengths, weaknesses and mistakes to be avoided. Such evaluations must be publicly available.

» Automatically carrying over non- or partly-implemented large infrastructure projects from one strategic document to the next must be avoided. Projects need to be regularly re-evaluated to make sure they are still the best way to address an identified need.

» Strategies and plans need to be publicly consulted at a stage when all options are open. This means also in the pre-drafting stage. The process must be transparent and ordinary members of the public, NGOs and independent experts must have as many opportunities to participate as industry representatives have. Public comments need to be demonstrated to have been taken into account to the extent possible.

» Environmental sustainability needs to be treated ambitiously, not just “slightly less environmentally harmful than the current situation”. The southeast European countries have high investment needs and have the opportunity to avoid locking themselves into poor solutions which will prevent serious improvements from taking place for at least the next 20-30 years. Decreasing energy consumption, making the most efficient use of resources, preserving ecosystem services, and providing good quality local jobs all need to be taken into account.

• In the transport sector, governments need to focus resources away from building new motorways towards rail, urban public transport, maintaining existing roads and
pedestrian/cycling infrastructure.

- In the energy sector, no more new coal plants or fossil fuel infrastructure can be built if the world is to limit climate change to 1.5-2 degrees Celsius. Investments need to focus on demand-side energy efficiency and sustainable forms of renewable energy such as appropriately sited wind and solar.

- In the environment sector, maximum investment should be made in flexible systems emphasising the most sustainable solutions; for example in the waste sector, reducing waste and recycling need to be prioritised. Incineration facilities should be avoided, especially in countries with low recycling rates, as they crowd out recycling and waste-saving initiatives.

- Small can be more useful. Before investing in large infrastructure projects, their development effects on the economy should be carefully examined. More attention should be paid to local projects, considering that a large percentage of people’s time is spent in their local area using local services.

- “Putting all one’s eggs in one basket” should be avoided. If a particular project requires a very large percentage of a country’s resources it should be reconsidered as there is probably a cheaper way to bring the same result. Year-on-year, steady investment should be enabled, thereby supporting a stable economic environment.

- Alternative solutions need to be seriously considered, meaning not just e.g. alternative routings for motorways, but more varied alternatives such as demand management, combinations of road and rail improvements or dual carriageways instead of motorways.

- Feasibility studies for public infrastructure projects must be published before final investment decisions are taken.

- Flexibility and adaptability to future uncertainties and risks due to external factors need to be taken into account much more – e.g. climate change, shifts in the global economy, security issues, technological breakthroughs.

- For EU countries, under OP Environment, governments should decrease funding for grey infrastructure and start to provide support for green infrastructure; i.e. nature-based solutions to issues such as wastewater management and flooding should be promoted instead of automatically turning to civil engineering projects.

Implementing and managing major projects is very demanding, and should be treated as such. The project management capacity of the public sector needs to be strengthened in each county and much more action needs to be taken to tackle corruption:

- Perceived impunity needs to end. Corruption cases must be concluded and those convicted permanently barred from public office. Those formally charged with corruption offences must be barred from office until the trial is concluded and only reinstated if found innocent.

- Transparency, public participation and accountability on budget documentation needs to be increased, by including, among other things, detailed information on secured public contracts and related project costs, including those of infrastructure projects.

---


The practice of contracting large infrastructure projects without tender procedures and then justifying it with interstate agreements needs to end. Public procurement needs to be carried out much more transparently with detailed information published on the criteria, offers and reason for choosing the selected companies.

During project implementation, authorities should focus on establishing and enhancing trust among stakeholders by investing in monitoring of their implementation, to further clarify to all involved parties, including the wider public, the project’s current state and what can still be changed in cases where things are going wrong.

As stated above, evaluations of infrastructure project implementation should always be carried out and published. Those responsible for projects which end up being problematic need to be held accountable as soon as possible after the problems arise.

For the EU, international financial institutions and other project financiers

Appearances are crucial. If the EU or an International Financial Institution appears at any stage, no matter how early, to support a project, governments will take this as a sign of encouragement and use this to push the project forward at every available opportunity.

This means that EU-supported regional-level strategic documents need to be developed with extreme caution and environmental issues already need to be analysed at this stage through an SEA-like process. Disclaimers about projects still needing to pass environmental assessment processes have proven insufficient as the message has already been sent that the project has EU support and should go ahead.

The EU needs to take a more active role in promoting environmental/public participation legislation across the region which could help to limit unsuitable infrastructure projects, for example the Birds and Habitats Directives and Water Framework Directive.

Make sure that governments are applying the recommendations above in relation to potential projects to be financed.

Ensure that no investments are financed that would have an adverse impact on the EU’s GHG emissions reduction targets; halt direct and indirect financing for all fossil fuels.

Withdraw eligibility of unsustainable renewables and climate action measures which have detrimental environmental impact.

Prioritise energy efficiency investments over new energy generation and transmission projects, both on the national scale as well as locally.

Shift funding towards infrastructure with long-term climate change mitigation impact such as circular economy processes or smart energy distribution.

Be tough on corruption and be seen to be tough on corruption. Develop clearer procedures for dealing with complaints about fraud and corruption, acknowledging submissions on these issues and publicising the outcomes of investigations.